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I. SUMMARY

Even before the year began, there were indications that problems with the
State budget mIght have a negative impact on library funding, but it was
no less shocking to face a $750,000 book budget reduction after three
months of the year had passed. Subsequent reallocations of other funds,
and aid from the University Administration, restored a portion of the
lost buying power, but all collection development was negatively
affected. For several months in the middle of the year only item s needed
for Reserve could be ordered, and for most of the year approval plans
were scrutinized over-zealously to be sure that anything not absolutely
basic would be returned.

All rare book purchasing for the year was curtailed; fortunately, it
seems to have been a year in which little material was available that
would have been considered necessary purchasing in a normal year. The
Friends of the Library provided help by purchasing three important items
that would have otherwise gone to different buyers.

Although it will have less long-term effect, the "soft-freeze" on vacant
positions presented substantial problems for the library during the year.
By year's end ten professional vacancies including three administrators
and a large amount of production and service was being delayed or denied.
Some searches could be reopened by year's end, but an early-retirement
"window" recently established by the legislature will almost certainly
add to the list of vacant positions next year. A negative element not
created by our budget was the mutual agreement with Tucson Public Library
to end efforts to create a jointly owned and run on-line integrated
system.

On the positive side the creation of the Faculty Library Action Committee
and the rallying of the faculty to support the Library in a difficult
time substantiated our long-held, but often-doubted, position that a
large, research institution does indeed depend upon the library as an
essential, not just peripheral, service. Our outreach programs, notably
by Interlibrary Loan, the Southwest Folklore Center, and the Center for
Creative Photoghraphy, continued to be widely acclaimed. We were awarded
one of one hundred Kurzweil machines by Xerox and provided staff training
and user support for it. Gift volumes continued to be received at rate
substantially above ten thousand per year. Under the direction of the
Catalog Department the backlog was reviewed by a large number of
knowledgeable individuals and divided and relocated in such a manner as
to make its future processing, as well as access to it, much more
efficient.

Other noteworthy activities: The GEAC circulation system was expanded to
remote sites thus providing much improved loan service as well as better
access to holdings. For the first time our bibligraphic search service
capability was expanded to include ready-reference searches, and although
its major impact is still to be felt, bibliographic searching itself rose
by 20 per cent. The Science Engineering Library's planning study, though
behind schedule, has reached near completion with a list of solid
recommendations for change.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

In ten years of annual reports I have never mentioned the support of the
faculty as a strength, but this year has made clear my error. The Faoulty
Library Action Committee, while perhaps too enthusiastic for some tastes
because of their zeal and the serious nature of a *750,000 book budget
reduction, was a positive force in the Library this year. Staff morale
was boosted by this evidence of the value of the Library and the
difficult decisions were made somewhat easier by knowledge that the
faculty cared about "their" resource.

Grace under pressure has been an attribute of the library staff never so
well-tested as this year. The vacancies mentioned in the summary were met
with renewed understanding among staff members in every department. The
administration felt hard pressed at times to accomplish the minimum needs
of paperwork flow, but never did we feel that the staff was being
unreasonable in its expectations. Just the opposite.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The loss of book budget money and the vacant posItions held open by
choice as a means of balancing the budget over-shadowed our two most
difficult and continual problems: space and permanent staff shortages.
For the former it would be possible to simply list those problems
mentioned in previous reports. No relief has been found, and none is In
sight, for the miserable conditions in the Music Collection (just three
chairs available to users within the library proper). Although the
reading room provided by the Music School has eased the study-space
problem, it has actually added to library staff problems by increasing
the amount of material that is checked out even if the user intends only
to cross the hail and use the item(s) in the study room.

Stack space continues to loom in the near future (3-5 years) as THE major
problem of Government Documents, Special Collections, Oriental Studies
Collection, and Library Science Collection. The Center for Creative
Photography's plans for a new building, should they come to a positive
conclusion soon, will completely end the photography space problem, but
since the present space is leased, and far from most campus activities,
it is not likely that it can be readily used to solve other library space
problems.

The shortage of permanent, full-time staff was dramatized this year by
the "worst year ever" in utilization/planning of student work hours. The
Work Study program, upon which the Library has become heavily dependent
for stretching Its small student wages budget, was almost disastrously
erratic this year. Finding blame would do no good, and would probably
focus on decisions and circumstances entirely beyond the control of this
university. However, the result of a year In which there was first too
little money, then a change in the ratio paid, then too much money, and
finally an actual excess of unspent wages budget, was that almost
everyone realized the mistake made when we depend upon part-time and
temporary work hours to do full-time and permanent assignments.

Year after year this library continues to be in the lowest ten per cent
in the Association of Research Libraries when making a ratio of total
dollars expended (books, journals, binding, operations, etc.) to staff
dollars. Since we typically appear about mid-way In the ARL list of
salaries paid, the ratio means that we have relatively little staff to
accomplish relatively large amounts of work. Student employees are
extremely dependable and inexpensive replacements for full-time staff,
but they cannot compensate for wide fluctuations in the budget situation.
This Library badly needs more salary lines, even without recognizing the
growing demand for automated services which are an "add-on" to the
continuing, unabated demands for traditional services.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

Although we have a circulation system that is still state-of-the-art,
this library must move forward strongly in the other areas of library and
information automation. When the final draft report is available from the
President's Task Force on Information Services, the Library expects to
move toward increased levels of automation in conjunction with the other
information services on campus. As the report of the Working Group on
Library Automation and Information Storage, Retrieval and Access points
out, the Library's information storage and retrieval role has not been
diminished by increased automation, and user expectations continue to
push in the other direction toward maintaining all existing services
(reference desks, interlibrary lending, direct loan of hard copies, etc.)
at present levels or higher while simultaneously demanding and assuming
the library will respond to needs such as on-line data base searches;
multi-data base access directly from offices, classrooms and other work
place; even direct (i.e. electronic) document delivery after the
identification and location process has been successfully accomplished.

Programmatically, assuming no major budgetary problems, the library will
accomplish in 1983/k: 1) completion of the Lyle Wright cataloging
project which is underway with 13 other institutions; 2) completion of
the evaluation and shift of the processing backlog; 3) further expansion
of the GEAC system to remote locations and training of staff members to
use the system both for circulation services and for processing of local
records; k) description of all the elements of an integrated on-line
catalog utilizing the skills of the recently appointed staff committees
and the one-year assignment of Ms. Sue Tyner as Director of Planning for
an On-line Catalog; 5) holding a retreat for department heads and
administrators to consider how the Library can do a better job of long
range planning.



COLLECTION RESOURCE STATISTICS

Added Withdrawn

1982/83

Total
1981/82 1982/83 1982/83 6/30/83

BOUND VOLUMES

Monographs 60,471 1,182
Serials 26,108 1065

TOTAL 1,526,779 86,579 2,247 1,611,111

GOVERNMENT
DOCUMENTS

Depository 17,738
New Depository 5,542

TOTAL 832,629 23,280 7,843 848,066

MICROFORIIS

Microfilm 79,849 2,602 82,451
Microfiche 1,678,215 211,339 722 1,888,832
Mierocard 160,331 160,331

TOTAL 1,918,395 213,941 722 2,131,614

MAPS 171,648 5,544 711 177,118

MEDIA

Phonorecords
(Music) 23,813 681 24,4911

Other
(Media Center) 76299 8,89 2623 82,490

TOTAL 100,112 9,495 2,623 106,9811

JSIC

Sheet Music 24,882 1154 2 25,3311

TOTAL HOLDINGS 11,574,445 339,293 13,511 11,900,227



CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY

ANNUAL REPORT - 1982-83

SUMMARY

Fiscal year 1982-83 was a problematic year even though the Center received
substantial gifts to its collections and cash contributions. Because the

Center has no space left for expansion, less effort was niade to acquire new

works and add new staff. The recent cuts in the Library's budget meant that
the Center's standing as a leading international research museum was adversely

affected. Books and rare photographs that normally would have been acquired

were missed due to a loss of funds. The net result will be a hole in the

Center's collections that may never be 100% filled. At the same time, the
Center's library circulation increased by 47% over last year. On the

brighter side of things, the Center continued to move ahead with its capital
fund campaign and two new members were added to the Board of Fellows: Marcia
Grand, President of the Grand Foundation, Tucson, and Sam Yanes, Director
of Public Relations and Corporate Communications, Polaroid Corporation,
Boston. The architectural plans for the new building were completed which

include the blueprints, a rendering, a model, and a new fund-raising bro-

chure. Capital funds raised to date amount to a little over $2 million.
The majority of the Director's tiie continues to be devoted to the capital

fund campaign.

Total contributions to the Center, excluding gifts to the capital fund, to-

taled $781,540. Grants and cash gifts accounted for $200,000 of that figure
and the remainder was the value of gifts of collections. Use of the Center's
archives and collections continues to average 2500 persons per month. Note-

worthy in terms of this use are the national and international researchers
who came from other universities, including institutions in New York,
Florida, Washington, New Mexico, Tennessee, and in the countries of
Brazil, Germany, Sweden, and England. The Center's research journal has

subscribers in forty states and thirteen countries. Our traveling exhibi-

tions continue to be sent to all fifty states arid two of the exhibitions are

touring Europe. Three of the Center's exhibitions are traveling to major
museums, including the Corcoran Gallery in Washington, D.C., The Art Institute

of Chicago, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, the Museum of Fine Arts
in Boston, New Orleans Museum of Art, Dallas Museum of Fine Arts, and

numerous others. The Center's publication, Ansel Adams: An American Place,
1936, received the 1982 Rounce and Coffin design award, and several inter-
national journals published major articles about the Center, including
Camera Arts, Close-Up, Creative Camera, and the British Journal of Photography.

The Center also published a cooperative research paper with the Department
of Chemistry on X-ray fluorescence diagnosis of photography in the inter-
national journal, The History of Photography. The Center successfully
negotiated a three-title contract with New York Graphic Society Books on

the works of Edward Weston. The contract includes the largest cash advance

ever given to a photographic institution by a major publisher.

The Center also made a special effort to provide staff time for Art Department
seminars and public tours, which included Phoenix Art Museum members, Tucson
high school students, 4th, 5th, and 6th grade groups, the American Society
of Magazine Photographers, university extension classes, and other groups.
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MAJOR STRENGTHS

The Center's ability to continue to attract contributions from major donors
and collections from the field at large is an important asset to the univer-
sity. In many cities across the nation and in Europe as well, the University
of Arizona is known through the Center's reputation. An average of $750,000
per year comes to the university because of the Center and its programs. The

Center's collections are uîiequalled in the world and continue to attract
quality donations. The Center's publication program leads the field for
scholarship and original research and it has been recognized as such by
international journals and publishers. The demand for Center's books and
catalogues has reached such intensity that a trial agreement has just been
negotiated with the University of Arizona Press to distribute the Center's
publications.

Selected professional contributions were:

James L. Enyeart - Received Photokina (Cologne, West Germany) Obelisk award
for outstanding contributions to the field of photography; named one of top
sixty national leaders in the field by American Photographer; appointed to
Systemwide Advisory Committee for artistic and historical resources by
President of University of California, Riverside; appointed collection con-
sultant to Polaroid Corporation; published monograph, New York Society Books,
entitled Uelsmann, a 25 Year Retrospect; published three introductions, one
preface, and two scholarly articles (citations available); participated in
panel discussion in Scottsdale entitled "Cultural Frontiers" sponsored by
Arizonans for Cultural Development.

Terence R. Pitts - Contributed lead essay to Issue No. 18 of the Center's
journal, The Archive; received grant from University of Arizona Humanities
Council for research; consultant to Tucson Public Library; published one
article (citation available).

Susan E. Ruff - Guest curator, 1983 Winter Film and Photo Exhibition, Santa Fe,
New Mexico; juror for international competition for Photographic Society of
America.

Amy E. Stark - Consultant on photographic conservation and storage for the
Ainerind Foundation, Dragoon, Arizona; reviewer for Library of Congress re-
vised standards for MARC coding of graphic materials; editorial contribu-
tions to The International Photography Index, G. K. Hall, publisher; review
for Picturescope, summer 1983.

Nancy D. Solomon - Rounce and Coffin design award; elected president, Tucson
Association of Museums; elected president, Tucson Chapter Arizona Women's
Caucus for Art; attended International Bookworks conference, Philadelphia;
three hand-made books included in exhibition at Tucson Museum of Art.

Lawrence M. Fong - Juror for Photographic Society of America international
competition; lecturer for Department of Continuing Education.
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MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The Center's principal limitation continues to be an inadequate facility.
Staff morale and operational efficiency suffer from the separation of the
physical space provided for the Center. One-half of the Center's space is
a former bank building on University Blvd. and the other half is a space
in the old Main Library, now the Arizona State Museum. This problem, along
with most of the Center's limitations, will be remedied with the construction
of a new building. Space also remains a significant problem for most of the
Center's programs including student seminars, researcher space, and visitors'
print-viewing facilities.

The second most important limitation remains staffing of the Center. Too

many of the Center's current staff are on soft money accounts, thereby en-
dangering regular programming. At least two permanent staff members are
improperly classified and must be upgraded to be equal to workload and
responsibility. In the fall the Center will lose its exhibitions curator.
This position is currently funded by a corporate grant that will not be
renewed until the university is able to make a commitment to additional
staff for the Center.

Another severe problem is the Center's high rate of stolen books from its
library. The Center does not have a full-time librarian and must rely on
student help and volunteers. This urgent problem will be remedied only if
staff can be increased and if a "tattle tape" system can be installed. Both

are on request.
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FUTURE PLANS

Immediate plans call for completion of the capital fund drive by April 1984.

This is a crucial deadline to meet if rising building costs are to be pre-

vented from becoming a crippling barrier to the completion of the new building.

Application for a Challenge Grant from the National Endowment for the Arts in

the amount of $750,000.00 has been made. Should this entire amount, or even

a significant portion of it, be awarded, the capital fund drive will be an

assured success.

Through several efforts, including publishing contracts and traveling exhi-

bitions, the Center will continue to try to broaden its service to the

university and the public at large. The three-year contract with New York

Graphic Society Books is a part of this program. In the same vein, the

Center has just been honored by an invitation to organize the definitive

exhibition of the work of Edward Weston for the National Gallery of Art in

Washington, D.C. This is a major departure from the National Gallery's

policy and will be an outstanding opportunity for the Center.

The Center continues to refine the computerization of its collections and

to develop cataloging programs that make accessioning more efficient. A

grant from the U. S. Office of Education will make these accomplishments

possible during the next year.

The Center's publication program has three major monographs and three issues

of The Archive planned for the coming year. In addition, several collection

guides and bibliographies will be published to aid students. Also a new

trial program of student gallery talks will become a part of regular Center

programming due to its success during the past year.
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I. SUMMARY

The Center's fieldwork has continued with the major foci being on

Mexican American and Ukrainian religious folk art. The work in

the Archive has centered on cataloguing nine years of Tucson Meet

Yourself tapes and inventorying the George C. Barker Collection.

Both tasks have been done by volunteer workers.

Two long-range educational projects came to fruition this year.

In July the Cowboy Humor radio show was aired on KUAT, and our

Ukrainian Easter Egg videotape is also finished and has seen

classroom use. In addition, we produced the annual Tucson Meet

Yourself festival, and cosponsored the showing of a documentary

film on Finnish American lives and a lecture on the New Mexico

santero tradition. Our Afro-American quilt exhibition was hung

at the Student Union Gallery in early 1983. Griffith lectured

to several classes, and gave public talks on Arizona folk art

and folklore in nine Arizona towns and cities.

Consultation and facilitation remains an important aspect of our

work. We have assisted the Coronado Pageant, the Tumacacori

Fiesta, the Arizona Folk Fair and the Yuma Art Center in locating

and presenting Arizona folk artists. We also responded to a

wide range of questions and requests for information.

As the year ends, we are assisting noted folk music and dance

scholar Alan Lomax in the production of an hour long videotape

on the traditional music and dance of Southern Arizona. The

program will be released nationally as part of "American Patch-

work", a series on the regional folk traditions of the United

States.



II. MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS

"A Slim Foundation of Fact: A Look at Cowboy Humor", a radio
program produced by KUAT and the Folklore Center, received the

"Best in the West" award from the Western Educational Society

for Telecommunications. In addition, Center Director Jim
Griffith, along with his wife, Loma, was given the Jefferson

Award of the American Institution for Public Service. This

was presented to the Griffiths for their work on Tucson Meet

Yourself, an annual Center-sponsored project. Finally, the

Center's display panel at the Pima County Fair won third place.

Jeffrey King of Phoenix was awarded a one-year internship with

the Center by the Arizona Commission on the Arts. King, who

has an MA in archaeology from ASU, has been learning about public

and applied folklore work by participating in Center projects.
He has also investigated traditional quiltmaking in Yuma and is

preparing an overview of folk and ethnic arts in the Phoenix

area for the Center's files.

The Center's exhibition "Geometry in Motion: Afro-American
Quiltmakers of Pinal County" has been accepted as a traveling
show for 1983-84 by the Arizona Commission on the Arts.

The Center's greatest asset is the skill, dedication and enthusiasm

of its paid and volunteer staff. That staff is now working at

capacity, and the results are impressive in terms of both quantity

and quality.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Our major limitation remains a shortage of paid staff. We

desperately need a fulltime, trained archivist. The Archive

is a repository of important material and should be open to

the public on a fulltime basis. Older sound recordings need

to be copied, unfiled older material should be reorganized

and filed. This is not possible with our present staff. It

is possible to find volunteer help of high quality, but these
people need more direction than we can now give them. We

hope, as the Recession ends and University funding becomes
more secure, that the University will be able to add a position

to the Center.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

We have two folk art exhibitions planned for 1983-84. In

September, we will produce an exhibition on the glass tradi-
tions of Magdalena, Sonora, to be shown at the Pimeria Alta
Historical Society in Nogales, Arizona. We have also scheduled
an exhibition of local Ukrainian American folk art for the
Student Union Gallery for the Spring of 1984. In October we
will be producing the tenth edition of Tucson Meet Yourself.

We hope to be able to concentrate more on fieldwork in 1983-84,
especially in the areas of folk music and traditional cemetery
art. We are contemplating a publication on folk art traditions
of Southern Arizona. Much of our work, however, is done in
response to needs as they arise, and is therefore impossible to
foretell.
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1. SUMMARY

Fiscal 19831 What type of year was It? By most criteria, a very
good one. Despite budgetary constraints that had a negative Impact
on proposed building renovations, acquisitions and staffing, the
gains si-ill outnumbered the losses. All of the credit for a
winning season belongs to the Public Services Division staff.

The year began without a permanent division head in place. Mary
Dale Paisson left the University In June of 1982 and an Immediate
search was begun for her replacement. Unfortunately, that search
was terminated In October as a result of the University's hiring
freeze. Although the division coped reasonably well, a lack of
commitment to any type of planning, whether It Involved staffing,
building, or systems was apparent at times. There was a reluctance
to bring "ideas" to a temporary head, and a reluctance on his part
to Involve the division In elaborate plans that might be terminated
with the appointment of a new head. Certainly, the situation has
improved over the year and we now appear to be comfortable with the
current arrangement.

A special commendation should be awarded Mary McWhorter, who for
the past nine months has served as Acting Head, Oriental Studies
Collection. After Riaz Ahmad's resignation In early fall, Mary was
asked to fill in on a temporary basis and has performed extremely
weil.

Highlights from the year Include Maps', Media's, and Music's
efforts to complete GEAC Input for retrospective titles. The task
will be largely completed by fail, 1983. Computer-assIsted
reference service (CARS) performed a complete analysis of their
services, resulting In a proposal for an expanded program for the
years ahead. included in the proposal are a ready reference
service and a SDI service. The Orientation Department became
involved In the University's new upper division writing
proficiency exam; and, developed a test that measures the students
library knowledge. Library Science transferred a number of Journal
backflles to the Main Library, leaving room for growth over the
next several years. Special Collections, In cooperation with the
Cataloging Department, Implemented a revised Arizona Classification
scheme. Government Documents was audited and the Government
Printing Office reported that the Department Is supplying excellent
service. After a year and a half of hard work, the Science-
Engineering Library staff completed Its planning study. The result
Is a model for the library system and the University as a whole.

Finally, the Public Services Division provided even better service
to Its patrons than it has in the past. The total implementation
of GEAC, expanded online bibliographic searching, the SEL planning
study, and new directions in Orientai-Ion have all resulted ¡n
enhanced service.



2. STRENGThS

lt is traditional to talk about the staff in this section of the
report. This report will not wander from that tradition because
people are necessarily the foundation on which every successful
organization is built. Our staff is exceptional and continues to
amaze by improving each and every day. Faced with staff shortages
resulting from the imposed hiring freeze, all departments ran that
extra yard to assure the maintenance of qual ity service. At the
same time, new projects and new services were developed. We have
an energetic and dynamic staff.

At the Department Head level, Louise Greenf leid joined us as head
of the Orientation Department. Louise comes from Virginia
Commonwealth University and has several years of appropriate
experience. Mary Blakeley, Head, Maps Division, completed 30 years
of service to the Library and the University. She has developed
one of the finest collections in the entire country. Rebecca
Kellogg served another year as president of the Faculty Senate and
Dorman Smith chaired the program committee for the Mountain Plains
Chapter of the Music Library Associa-l-ion. And, Shel ley Phipps
acted as consultant to two ARL Office of Management Studies
workshops.

A number of new library faculty joined the ranks during the past
year. Susanne Redalje and Jeanne Jones in the Science-Engineering
Library; Judith Nixon, Sarah Brownmiller, and Maria Hoopes in
Central Reference Department; and Karen Williams in Orientation.
Al I are making contributions.

Perhaps the most rewarding development in the past 12 months has
been the emergence of the Pubi ic Services department heads as a
"team." They are more aware of their strengths, current needs,
and goals for the future. The library system can expect even
greater contributions from this group.



3. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Limitations fall into two broad categories - facilities and staff
development. Last year's report addressed the space problems faced
by both the Music and Media Col lections. These problems are now
beyond the critical stage. Unfortunately, at least ¡n the case of
Music, there seems to be no short-term solution. There simply is
no additional space available in the Music Building. We may be
faced with moving a portion of the collection to an off-campus
storage location. A less than desirable option. The long-term
hope is that the plans for a new Fine Arts complex (with space for
the Music Collection) will be reintroduced during the coming year.

Media will expand by moving into one-half of the adjacent
classroom, Room 105. A decidedly larger expansion will be required
within the next several years, however. Still within the
facilities category, the Science-Engineering Library will begin the
renovation resulting from the OMS Planning Study. This will not
involve an expansion into new space, but rather better utilization
of existing space. This first phase will incorporate a renovation
of the Head Librarian's Office, a new online reference service
office in the reference area, and the move of the photocopy office
from the first to the second floor.

Both the recent report of the Working Group on Library Automation
and Information Storage, Retrieval and Access, and the continuing
demand for increased online reference service have highlighted the
need for staff development in the area of computer literacy. The
Working Group felt so strongly about this need thai- it was listed
as one of the two recommendations that must be in place by January,
1986: "An upgraded library staff, both in size and training, to
respond to campus needs within the electronic environment." The
Public Services Division recently appointed an ad-hoc staff
development committee to push us in that direction.

One final note: the division is feeling the impact of being unable
to add staff over the past few years; and looks forward with
apprehension to a continuance of the status quo. We will deal with
the situation but a reallocation of library staff resources may be
required and a reclassification of many career staff positions is a
necessity.



4. FUTURE PLANS

PubI Ic Services Division personnel look forward to participating ¡n
the planning for an online catalog and auxiliary support systems.
The Working Group report has provided a Jumping-off point and has
created an environment of excitement and anticipation. There is
general agreement that this development should be the library's top
priority.

The Science-Engineering Library staff recently completed a
prioritizing of tasks to be completed over the next 12 months.
Done as a follow-up to the recent Planning Study, the fruits of
their labor will be an improved SEL.

With the assistance of an ARL/OMS grant, the Orientation Department
will be conducting a survey of the needs of students in a specific
scientific discipline. We will be exploring methods by which the
University of Arizona's Library programs can respond more
effectively to the instruction needs of these students. lt is
hoped that the results of the Study will serve as a model for
assessing instructional needs for students in other academic
disciplines.

lt ¡s important that the University Administration recognize the
devastating effect our inability to reclassify career staff
position has had on morale and productivity. The situation is
critical, we must reclassify, where appropriate, to a pay grade
appropriate to the work required.
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CARS Annual Report 82/83

SUMMARY

The Computer Assisted Reference Service (CARS) continued to grow in
82/83, as it has in each year since 1977 (see Appendix B for a statistical
analysis covering the last six years). Growth included not only the number
of searches being performed (a 37% increase over 81/82), but also the
budget CARS is utilizing (approximately a 20% increase over 81/82), the
number of librarians performing searches (a 40% increase over 81/82),
and the new services CARS is offering.

In order to assume other responsibilities, Doug Jones resigned in
October from the position of CARS Coordinator. Under his leadership
since April, 1980, CARS matured into a viable, professional service.

Policy was written and implemented which allows for the transfer
of CARS leadership every two years. The CARS Coordinator position was
divided into the managerial/financial Coordinator position and the
Education and Training Committee Chair position, which has allowed
for more flexibility in the CARS organization.

Craig Hawbaker was appointed CARS Coordinator for a term from
November 1, 1982 through June 30, 1984. Ruth Dickstein was appointed
Chair of the CARS Education and Training Committee.

The CARS Policy and Procedures Manual was organized and distributed

to CARS members.

In January of 1983, CARS began offering Ready Reference Searching.
When a reference question cannot be answered with traditional sources,
a searcher may access relevant data bases. The aim of this service is to
better assist users who have a legitimate query, but whose needs do not
warrant a traditional, extensive online search. This service is scheduled

to be evaluated at the end of May (see Appendix D).

Gloria Ritter, Head of Interlibrary Loan, has used DIALORDER,
whereby materials are borrowed from the British Lending Library or other
suppliers via online request.

For the first time, a detailed study of CARS funds was analyzed, and
a formal budget was forwarded to the Library Administrative Group.
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MAJOR STRENGTHS

The activities of CARS searchers attest to the belief that this is
our greatest strength. The fourteen searchers attended a total of thirty
plus professional meetings, national conferences, and database/vendor
workshops. Many searchers attended ten or more of these events, and usually
more than one searcher attended each event. It is this type of continuing
education which allows each searcher to maintain current awareness of
changes in his/her field of specialization.

The CARS Education and Training Committee (Ruth Dickstein, chair;
Sara Brownmiller, Jeannie Jones, Ginnie Rice, and Craig Hawbaker,
ex officio) has been extremely active in planning in-house workshops
and planning and hosting vendor and database workshops (see Appendix C).

All searchers, except one, have had at least introductory training
on BRS and DIALOG, our two principal vendors which account for more than
95% of our searching.

Doug Jones is presently a member of the Education and Training of
Search Analysts Committee, a committee of the MARS (Machine Assisted
Reference Service) Division 0f ALA.

Craig Hawbaker and Doug Jones are presently on an Arizona Online
User Group committee charged with planning the Online Update Program
at the ASLA/AEMA Joint Conference in October.

Craig Hawbaker attended the Online '82 Conference, held in Atlanta,
during November.

The addition of five new searchers has added to our strength by
way of their prior experience and expertise.

Sara Brownmiller was the Online Coordinator at the University of
Northern Iowa. She specializes in education and the social sciences.
Since arriving in September, she has performed more searches than any
other CARS searcher.

Ralph Espenshade, a Science Reference Librariân, has been trained
on DIALOG during the past year. He specializes in BIOSIS, AGRICOLA,
and CAD databases.

Jeannie Jones, formerly a searcher at Oklahoma State University,
specializes in agriculture and life sciences. She is the coordinator
between the CARS Coordinator and Science CARS searchers.

Judy Nixon was one of the two librarians who searched ERIC for
students and area teachers using the NEW WISE program at the University of
Wisconsin - Platteville. Since coming to the U of A she has received
extensive training in the business bases.
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MAJOR STRENGTHS - continued

Susanne Redaije performed over three searches per day at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign before arriving at the U of A where she
specializes in chemical and physical sciences.

In addition to the new searchers, Edle Ferrell resumed her CARS
activities after a year's leave of absence.
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MAJOR LIMITATIONS

A major limitation is the searchers' inability to keep pace of the
phenomenal growth, changes, and enhancements taking place in the online
Industry. Not only are new databases coming up each month, but the existing
databases continually evolve with new capabilities, formats, pricing
structures, etc. The vendors also change, as do the telecomunications
protocols. Add this to the changes taking place in equipment and technology,
and the overall effect is mind-boggling.

We must consider the need for a micro in each library in the near
future to perform uploading and downloading of searches. A micro would
also provide the capability of automatic dial-up.

The Central Reference searchers need a Ready Reference Searching
terminal, since the present practice of using the ILL terminal or the A402

terminal is inadequate and inefficient. The TI portable now being used
for Science Ready Reference Searching is starting to malfunction and
will probably need to be replaced in the near future.

The location of the terminals in both buildings is inadequate. The

terminal in Science 311 interferes with class instruction. The terminal

in Main A402 is too remote from the Central Reference Department, and
the size of the room is too small for classroom instruction and demon-
strations. As soon as the Main Multipurpose Room 315 is wired for telephone
hook-ups, the instruction/demonstration problem will be alleviated, but
we will then need a portable terminal for use in that room.

The CARS Coordinator position is presently a ten hours per week,
two-year appointed position. Although this allotment of time is
sufficient to prepare statistical reports, supervise the student assistant,
and maintain CARS necessities, it does not allow time for special
projects, continuing education of the Coordinator, or evaluation of the
basic services and personnel. This position could viably be a full-time
position, as it is in many academic libraries of our size or smaller.
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FUTURE PLANS

A proposal for an SDI (Selective Dissemination of Information)
service has been completed, and we hope it will be implemented early
In the 1983/84 fiscal year. This service will be a valuable current
awareness tool for faculty, researchers, etc. who wish to keep abreast
of a current topic or field.

A revised billing form is now being developed, which should reduce
some of the busy work which searchers now face.

Since we now have more searchers, CARS should be able to withstand
a heavier user demand for our service. Therefore, CARS will be more
widely publicized during the coming year. Plans for a faculty workshop
are already in progress for the fall.

If sufficient funding exists, an online terminal room will be
built in Science Reference, as is recommended in the Science-Engineering.
Planning Study.

Ready Reference Searching will be evaluated, and it may become an
integral service of CARS.

Short-term and long-term hardware and software needs will be studied.

A form for users' evaluations of searches will be investigated.

CARS will continue to attend, sponsor, and host database producer
and vendor workshops. In-house workshops will also be organized.



Search Breakdown by User Type

Breakdown by searcher:
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Vendor access:

COMPUTER ASSISTED REFERENCE SERVICE
ANNUAL STATISTICS 82/83

82/83 Percent of total 81/82

Appendix A

Percent change

Main Library:
BRS 509 60% 313 64%
DIALOG 335 40% 230 +46%
SDC 2 2
NASA/ RECON O O

Total: 846 +55%

Science Library:
BRS 53 12% 24 + 120%
DIALOG 390 86% 348 +12%
SDC 2 15 -87%
NASA! RECON 6 2% 8 -25%

Total: 451 395 +14%

By Vendor:
BRS 562 43% 337 +67%
DIALOG 725 56% 578 +25%
SDC 4 17 -76%
NASA! RECON 6 1% 8 -25%

Total: 1,297 940 +38%

Ma i n

Library: 82/83 81/82 % change
Science
Library: 82/83 81/82 % change

Barton 41 42 -2% *Espenshade 32
*Brownmjl 1er 237 -- -- D. Jones 70 85 -18%
Di cks te i n

**Ferrel 1
192

59
169
--

+14%
--

*J Jones
Mautner

84
115 171 -33%

Hawbake r 74 106 -30% *Redalje 78
Mitchell 105 102 +3% Sherratt 84 73 +15%

*Njxon 74 - - - -
Rice 52 34 +53%

Main Library 96 32 397 42 27 197 35 826
Science Library: 67 13 181 39 25 77 57 459
Total searches: 163 45 578 81 52 274 92 1,285 1

Percent of Total, 82/83: 13% 4% 45% 6% 4% 21% 7%
8 1/82 percentages: 18 5 41 4 6 20 6
Change -5 -1 +4 +2 -2 +1 +1

*New Searcher, 82/83 **On Leave of Absence, 81/82
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CARS

A SIX YEAR ANALYSIS

CARS (Computer-Assisted-Reference-Service) began online
bibliographic searching on a fee basis in March 1977. For the
first year we searched only through DIALOG, but In September
1978 we added access to SDC and then in November 1978 access
to BRS was obtained. In 1981 we also started searching
NASA/RECON. Initially, on1y1ibrarians were trained searchers.
Today there are 14.

Note that as the term is used herein, a SEARCH is defined
as a single access to a vendor, no matter how many different
databases are accessed. Each search is performed for a single
user, be it a student, staff, faculty, community person, or
business.

Vear DIALOG BRS SDC NASA/RECON

77/78 155 - - -

78/79 (est 290 60 9 -

79/80 206 267 18 -

80/81 441 342 32 -

81/82 57 337 17 10
82/83 725 562 4 6

Year Total Searches Percentage Increase

77/78 155

78/79 359 134.8
79/80 491 36.8
80/81 815 66.0
81/82 940 15.3
82/83 1285 37.0

77/78 5,073

78/79 9,484 87.0
79/80 12,725 34.2
80/81 19,397 52.4
81 / 82 23,490 21.1
82/83 28,614 21.8

Yea r Total Vendor Charges Percentage Increase



CARS Education and Training Activities 82/83

Database/Vendor workshops (One or more searcher attended)

BIOSIS
*CAB (Connonwealth Agricultural Bureaux)
*CLASS -- BRS Basic Training
*CLASS -- Recognizing the Online Search (non-searchers)
*DIALOG -- Basic System Seminar
*DIALOG -- Business Seminar
*DIALOG -- Documents Seminar
*DIALOG -- Humanities Seminar
*DIALOG -- Medline Seminar
*DIALOG -- Refresher Seminar
*DIALOG -- Science & Technology Seminar
*DIALOG -- Social Science Seminar
NAL (National Agriculture Library)
NYTIS (New York Times Information Service)
Patents Workshop
Pergamon Infoline Seminar
*predicasts Seminar
Dow Jones Workshop

*Workshops which were held at the U of A, with CARS acting as host.

CONFERENCES AND PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS

ONLINE '82
ARIZONA ONLINE USER GROUP (Monthly)

In-House Workshops

Bibliographic Searching Workshop for Non-Searchers
Database Update
Library Services in Computerized Literature Searching: A 'DIALOG"
With the Faculty

Online '82: A Review of the Highlights
Search Interview Techniques
Developing the Search Strategy

CARS Annual Report 82/83
APPENDIX C



APPENDIX D

READY REFERENCE SEARCHING: EVALUATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

REPORT FOR TRIAL PERIOD JAN. - MAY 1983

SUMMARY
Ready reference searching at the University of Arizona Library has proven

to be a valuable supplement to the reference service provided In the library

system. The anticipated needs for ready reference searching - inadequacy of

printed sources and lack of appropriate printed source either because one does

not exist or because the library does not subscribe - are reflected In the

attached statistics. It is clear that online access saves time for

both the librarian and the user. The CARS Ad Hoc Ready Reference Searching

Conviiittee strongly recommends the continuation of this service with the changes

listed below.

STAFF
Evaluation: The current staffing arrangement seems to be working with

few problems. We need to continue our efforts to familiarize non-searchers

with the potential usefulness of ready reference searching.

Recommendations: We recommend that searchers discuss ready reference

searches at staff meetings and also that workshops regarding ready reference

searching be conducted, as appropriate, at least annually.

GUIDELINES FOR WHEN TO USE AN ONLINE FILE

Evaluation: The guidelines have been implemented with little trouble.

Recommendations: No changes seem necessary at this time.

FINANCING
Evaluation: We are well within our cost projection (see attached statistics).

During the January through May trial period, cost of the service was $1,322.42.

This figure is somewhat low due to a relatively slow start-up in the use of the

service. However, using this figure as a base and projecting for increased

ready reference searching the requested budget of $6,480 for FY 83-84 appears

reasonable. As searchers and non-searchers become more familiar with ready

reference applications, continued increase in the level of searching will occur.

Also, costs will increase due to changes in vendors' charges and the growing

availability of new databases with no print counterpart. A terminal at the

Central Reference desk will overcome the depressed use of the service in that

department.

Recommendations: We recommend that the Library fund this service at the

requested level.

EQUIPMENT AND PHYSICAL ACCESS
Evaluation: The Central Reference Department's reliance on the terminal

in ILL is a serious problem. CRD is still working on the problem of terminal

security and ready access.

The Government Documents Department's terminal is presently an antiquated

300 baud Decwriter. The Omnitec modem is held together with rubber bands.



APPENDIX D-contd.

The Science Reference Department's Texas Instruments portable terminal is
over five years old, and It is breaking down and malfunctioning frequently.

Recommendation: All three departments need new terminals dedicated to
ready reference searching.

RECORD KEEPING
Evaluation: The log book has proven to be adequate, and searchers are

filling in the appropriate blanks. Minor modifications have been made in
order to clarify required information.

Recommendation: Begin using revised log sheet July 1, 1983 (sample attached).

GENERALIZATIONS REGARDING ATTACHED STATISTICS:
A total of 293 searches were performed in the three departments during Jan.-
May: Total cost: $1,322.42; average cost: $4.51.

Science Reference performed the most searches (146).

Government Documents' had the lowest average cost per search ($1.79),
while Science Reference had the highest average cost per search ($5.41).

The two databases accessed most often in Central Reference were Dun's
Market Identifiers 10+ (33 times) and ERIC (15 times). Government
Documents also utilized the ERIC database heavily (17 times) and in
addition, the GPO Monthly Catalog (15 times) and the GPO Publications
Reference Files (12 times). Science Reference's two most heavily used
databases were NTIS (31 times) and AGRICOLA (16 times).

Robert Mitchell (the only searcher in Government Documents) did the most
searches in the Main Library (55), while Chris Sherratt performed the most
searches in Science (34).

Searchers chose to access DIALOG over BRS 83% of the time.

Searches were performed most often in order to obtain bibliographic
veri fication.

The most searches were performed during March and April.

CARS AD HOC READY REFERENCE SEARCHING COMMITTEE
SARA BROWNMILLER
CRAIG HAWBAKER
DOUG JONES, CHAIR
ROBERT MITCHELL

JUNE, 1983
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APPENDIX D-contd.

READY REFERENCE STATISTICS

Number of searches, total search costs, and average search cost.

CRD GOVT. DOC. SCI. REF. GRAND TOTAL

Number of searches: 92 55 146 293

Total search costs: 433.85 98.56 790.01 1322.42

Average search cost: 4.72 1.79 5.41 4.51

Files showing heaviest usage by department.

CRD

Vendor File Times accessed

BRS bbip 3

diss 3

eric 11

DIALOG 1 (ERIC) 4

7(SSCI) 3

11 (PSYC) 3

35 (CDI) 8

47 (MAG) 3

171 (Crim. Just.) 3

411 (DIALINDEX) 3

516 (Dun's 10+) 33

GOVT. DOC.

DIALOG 1 (ERIC) 17

6(N1JS) 5

66 (GPO CAT.) 15

166 (GPO PUB.) 12

411 (DIALINDEX) 10

SCI. REF.

BRS biol 5

chem 6

comp 7

insp 3

DIALOG i (ERIC) 6

5,55(BIOSIS) 6

6(NIÍS) 31

lO,llO(PSYC) 16

13(INSPEC) 11

47(MAG) 8

66(GPO CAT) 9

89(GEOREF) 8

103(DOE ENERGY) 6

1t/(MnI TN1\ 7



*vendor access is greater than total number of searches due to accessing more

than one vendor on some searches.

V. Question type count:

QUESTION TYPE EXPLANATION
i .=Bibl iographic Verification
2Crrent Information
3Oscre Topic

4.-Coordinated Subject
5.-No Printed Source
6.Other (Please Explain)

Q. Type CRD GOVT. DOC. SCI. REF. TOTAL % OF TOTAL

1 23 6 59 88 30%

2 10 16 19 45 16%

3 15 12 35 62 21%

4 8 21 29 58 20%

5 34 0 2 36 12%

6 2 0 2 4 1%

Totals: 92 55 146 293

III. Ready reference searches by librarian:

APPENDIX D-contd.

Main: # of searches Science: # of searches

Barton 7 Espenshade O

Brownmiller 10 D. Jones 25

Dickstein 12 J. Jones 21

Ferrell 8 Mautner 20

Hawbaker 28 Redaije 27

Mitchell 55 Sherratt 34

Nixon 25

Rice 3

IV. Vendor access 'count:

Vendor: CRD GOVT. DOC. SCI. REF. TOTAL

BRS 22 0 28 50

DIALOG 71 55 120 246

RLIN - - 1 1

Total vendor access *93 55 *149 *297



VI. Uumber of searches by month

APPENDIX D-contd.

CRD GOVT. DOCS. SCI. REF. TOTAL

Jan. 9 3 7 19

Feb. 17 13 25 55

March 26 15 40 81

April 19 17 44 80

flay 21 7 30 58

Total 92 55 146 293
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I. SUMMARY: 1982-1983 CRD
Reference Desks: Staffed 235 hours/week from July 1 through December 31, 1982,
and 230 hours/wk for the rest of the fiscal year; change due to financial
constraints and service needs. Total questions 116,322; reference 1OO,386
directional 15,936 (86%,iI%) (Appendix A). Total questions increased by )4%

(reference questions by lover 1981-82). LSP statistics were kept separat&.y
with CRD staff answering 1,370 directional and 2,581 assistance for a total of
3,955 questions. Random sampling was used for 100 days. The HEGIS definition
of reference and directional transactions was followed, as revised by Public
Services Group. The words "Reference" and t?Info_ationfl were added to the
front of each desk. An OCLC terminal was placed on top of an enlarged Ready
Reference bookcase. The CRD staff-designed Reference Desk Performance
Evaluation peer review form was used for the first time in annual evaluations.
We benefited from the support of Wayne Mullin, Head Loan Librarian, at the desk
for 10 hrs/wk, plus an evening every. other week. Wayne used the CRD Student
Assistant Training Program manual in a self-paced fashion to review the CRD
collection, policies, and procedures. His assistance was definitely appreciated.
Gloria Alvillar-Ritter, ILL Supervisor, also used the manual in a self-paced
mode and has staffed b-5 hrs/wk since Fall Term. Again, we had the great
pleasure of having Don Dickinson, GLS faculty, work at the desk 2 hrs/wk
throughout Spring Term.

Online Searching: 692 searches completed; 42% ircrease. New CRD librarians
Sara Brownmiller and Judy Nixon undertook searching responsibilities, and Maria
Hoopes received training sufficient to begin Online Office Hours. With her
return from a year's leave, Edie Ferrell resumed searching. With 9 CRD
searchers (and R. Mitchell, Gov.Docs.), Online Office Hours were set for
10-12, 2-b M-F. Craig Hawbakér became CARS Coordinator in November, and Ruth
Dickstein Chair of the Education & Training Committee in July. ILL began online
document delivery, and CRD supported the initiation of Ready Reference searching
in Spring Term, through the use of a terminal in ILL.

Collection Development: 1,969 pieces added; 1,985 transferred; collection size
approximately bO,000 volumes. Among the important titles received were Business
Index, Magazine Index, and Newspaper Index--all using COM format. The major
advantage of these tools has been their currency, which is between 2-5 months
more recent than print counterparts. In one of those rare happenings, users
have written to and spoken with staff requesting that the tools be continued,
citing effective support of research needs. Significant changes were made in
the K holdings to establish stronger support for tax students' basic needs.
Particular appreciation is expressed to C. Taylor-Parsil, CRD, and the Serials
Dept. staff for assisting with the K transfers, cance3tions, reclassifications,
and revisions in retention policies.

Indexing: Arizona Daily Star Index--The 1978 and 1979 indexes were edited,
printed, and sold. In May, Bonnie Hintzman's stand-alone terminal and printer
were moved from the Library Office to the CRD Career Staff Office. The 1982
index online is almost completed with printing now provided quarterly in an
effort to more fully support users' needs. Arizona Index--The backlog of
issues from the previous G.K.Hall project was eliminated. Over 600 cards were
sent out to subscribers.



(SUMMARY, cont.)
Orientation/Instruction: 2147 sessions were given CRD Orientation Advisory
Committee members were heavily involved in developing the library's portion
of the Undergraduate Writing Proficiency examination, which was administered
for the first time. Staff members were also supportive of the LSP by giving
introductory presentations. The Thiglish 1014 sessions were much easier to work
with due to workshops given by Lois Olarud to staff from other depts. and the GLS.
CRD: A new office (A21l) was built and all librarians with, the exception of
P. Barton and E. Ferrell received new office-mates as Sara Brownmiller, Maria
Hoopes, and Judy Nixon joined CRD. The Student Assistant Training Program
manual was loaned out at the request of Northern Arizona University Library
and Pima Coinniunity College Library. It was also submitted to ERIC for
publication consideration. With the change in the university telephone
system, a hold capability was discovered which has virtually eliminated the
need for unclipping 'phones when the reference desks are busy.
volumes were shelved this past year by student assistants and staff members.



II. STRENGTHS: 1982-1983 CRD (see also Appendix B)
Paul Barton served admirably as a member of FLAC (Faculty Library Action
Conmittee); re-elected to the Library P&T Connnittee; served on various CARS
committees; developed a major broadcast bibliography.

Sara Brownmiller--welcomed into CRD as an Education Subject Representative;
very active within CARS and as a member of its Education & Training Committee;
served on various CARS working groups, including those on Ready Reference
searching and on the formulation of the l983-84 budget.

Ruth Dickstein continued to chair the Campus Library Council; elected to the
Faculty Senate, subsequently to its Standing Committee on Academic Procedures;
named to the Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Committee to Review the Faculty Manual;
became chair of the CARS Education & Training Committee; CARS activities
include workshops such as the one for general library staff (Everything You
'Auto' Know About CARS). In July, Ruth will become the CRD Assistant
Department Head for a two year term.

Edie Ferrell returned from a year's leave of studying the life, work, and
thought of Arnold Henry Guyot, a Swiss-American geographer. As a university
member of the Conflict Resolution Studies Committee, she was involved in the
institute subsequently held on campus. Along with Cynthia Bower (Goy. Docs.),
Edie coordinated the Census Bureau's workshops on population, housing, and aging.

Craig Hawbaker--selected by CARS members to be Coordinator for a term ending
in June l981t; continued to support the needs of the BPA College students and
faculty, including working with CRD staff to increase our knowledge of business
materials.

Bonnie Hintzman took control of the Arizona Daily Star indexing program on the
InterTec computer which is now stationed in A2l0 (CRD). The majority of her
time is spent creating the index which is used daily by university and community
members. At the same time, Bonnie has found the time to keep current with new
CRD reference works.

Maria Hoopes--welcomed as the Hispanic/Latin American Subject Representative;
actively supported the Orientation/Instruction Program; began training as an
online searcher; became a member of the LFA Affirmative Action Committee; has
put in considerable work mastering the complex nature of the Hispanic/Latin
American LC classifications and the library's collections.

John McKay took on a split assignment between CRD and Special Collections in
January. He now brings to CRD an increased knowledge of how both collections
fit together to support users' needs.

Barbara Megdal increased her typing support of bibliographies; revised her
duties as the student budget went down and up; is now being trained to use the
A2l0 terminal to support CRD needs, when it is not being used for indexing.

Judy Nixon--welcomed as a Business Subject Representative; became a member of
the Orientation Advisory Committee; also a CARS searcher; continues reviewing
for U; published a major bibliography on urban planning for use by students in
that field, with a member of the Urban Planning Dept. her co-author. Judy also
gave CRD staff workshops on legal reference sources, emphasizing tax law.



(STRENGTHS, cont.)

Lois Olsrud continued as a menther of the Orientation Advisory Committee and
the CRD Student Assistant Training Committee; served on various LFA committees,
including the P&T Committee; completed a term as LFA Chairperson. She also
supported .CRD activities a.a Assistant Department Head.

Bruce Parsil continued editing the Arizona Daily Star Index and indexing for
the Arizona Index; served on the Orientation Advisory Committee; represented
the department and career staff on the Selection Advisory Committee for the
Orientation Librarian; supported CRD as a member of the CRD Student Assistant
Training Committee. Bruce's work in scheduling the CRD staff each week for
the reference desks deserves the purple heart for valor!

Virginia Rice became an active member of the CARS Education & Training Committee;
indexed selected journals for the Arizona Index; skillfully juggled varying
assignments during E. Ferrell's yearlong leave. An increasing amount of
Ginnie's time has been devoted to class instruction and online searching.

Christy Taylor-Parsil assumed the processing work of the two career staff
positions phased out at the end of fiscal year 1981-82; made major revisions in
the CRD workflow and processing procedures--creating an operation that is so
smooth that many staff members do not realize how complex it is. Christy is
now responsible for supervising all the off-desk work of CRD student assistants
and interns.

Rebecca Kellogg, Department Head, continued as permanent secretary of CARS.
She also continued to serve on the Regents' Ad Hoc Committee to Develop a
Conditions of Service Document for Academic Professionals, on the Faculty
Senate as Presiding Officer, and on the Committee of Eleven. Rebecca was
involved in library committees to increase the acquisition of UA publications,
and to develop a procedure for use should staff in the future be displaced due
to program changes. She also presented an ALA session on the performance
evaluation of reference staff that led to the subsequent creation of a RASD
discussion group on performance standards/evaluations.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS: 1982-1983 CRD

A full command Geac terminal is needed badly for the Career Staff
Office (A210).

Changes needing to be made in a significant number of CRI) records--
that do not alter the cataloging integrity--could more efficiently
be done by the CRD/Teclmical Services Liaison if a terminal were in
A210. These changes include placing searches, discrepancy searching,
deleting barcodes (duplicates), and other corrections. Currently,
the Liaison places searches on the ILL terminal, during the rare times
it is free and batch work can be done. The addition of a terminal
would save very large amounts of time for both the CRD Liaison and the
corresponding Technical Services staff, as the materials, records, etc.
would not have to be pulled from CRD and routed through Cataloging,
Serials, and Bindery/Preparations.

A terminal-secure area at the reference desks is needed.
Now, Ready Reference searching is carried out in either the ILL
Office or in the CARS/Main Searching Office on the fourth floor.
The last time a general terminal was placed at the desks, boards
were removed--makinit inoperable. Also, even if CRD had a
portable terminal, there is not enough physical space for it given
the present arrangement of desks, bookcases, stands, and material
in the area.

4



IV. FUTURE PLANS: CRD for 1983-1984

To provide service which most effectively and efficiently resolves
the users' needs;

To continue the R&R project so that all materials reflect CRD rather
than the departments that existed prior to January 1977;

To continue increasing CRD staff knowledge of online searching and
services, including OCLC and Geac;

To work with the Office of Personnel staff in analyzing the work
performed by Career Staff in A210, so it can be compared against the
university's position classifications for re-classification purposes;

To identify the arrangement of the reference desk area that would best
accomodate terminal space and security, while continuing to provide a
positive atmosphere for users.

Craig Hawbaker and Judy Nixon plan to publish a booklet for the College
of Business and Public Administration students. It will serve as a
guide to the resources and services provided by the library.
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APPENDIX B

PUBLICATIONS: 1982-1983 CRD

Paul Barton

Art Exhibition Catalogs and Their Indexes; A Brief Guide to Exhibition
Records and Catalogs in the UA Library.

Broadcast Bibliography: A Guide to the Radio and Television Collections
in the UA Libraries.

Festschriften: A Guide to Hommage Studies in the UA Library.

Sara Brownmiller
Career Information and Job Hunting Guide: Education.
Early Childhood Education. (revised)
Guidance & Counseling. (revised)
Language Development for Exceptional Children.
Social Foundations of EducatiOn.

Ruth Dickstein
Administration of Bilingual Education Programs.
Community and Junior Colleges. (revised)
A Guide to Women's Studies Materials. (revised)
How to Use ERIC. (revised)
Online Education. (revised)
Teaching Science in the Secondary School.
Women Authors.
Women in American History.

Edie Ferrell

Community Conflict Resolution, A Brief Guide.
Conflict Resolution Studies: Sources of Information in the University
of Arizona Library.
Gerontolor: Sources of Information. (revision of previous guide by
Dickstein, McGorray, Mitchell, & Hawbaker)
Gerontolor Studies: Economics of Aging.
Political Science: Basic Sources in the University of Arizona Library.
Political Science: Countries of the World.
Political Science: Public Administration in Health Care.
Political Science: The American Presidency as an Institution.
Research in Peace and Conflict Resolution.
Social Order and Conflict Resolution: A Selected Bibliography.

Craig Hawbaker
Economics of Developing Countries and Areas: Basic Resources in the
University of Arizona Library.
Financial Analysis and Ratio Analysis: Corporate/Industry Sources.
(revised)

Maria Hoopes

Library of Congress Classification for Chicano Related Materials in
the University of Arizona Library

A Partial List of English Language Periodicals on Latin America in
the UA Library.



(Appendix B, cont.)

John McKay
German Language: Linguistic Reference Books in the University of
Arizona Library. (revised)

The Middle Ages: Basic Reference Books on the Medieval World in the
University of Arizona Library.

Philosophy: Selected Reference Books on Western Philosophy in the
University of Arizona Library.

Judy Nixon
Research in Federal Taxation.
Sources of Federal Law.
Urban Planning; A Bibliography of Basic Library Research Tools.
Urban Planning Students' Guide to the University of Arizona Libraries.
(co-authored by Professor Robert Carpenter)

Lois Olsrud
Biographical Material on Literary Authors.
Charles Dickens: Selected Sources.
Drama: Critical Sources. (revised)
The Novel: Sources of Literary Criticism. (revised)
Psychology: Guide to Research Materials for Psychology 101A.
Shakespeare: A Selective Guide to Reference Sources. (revised)
The Short Story: Sources of Criticism. (revised)

Virginia Rice
Ancient and Medieval History: A Selection of Library References.
Cultural Anthropology: A Selective Bibliography of Library Resources.
Historical Research; A Selection of Basic Tools. (new edition)
Social Change: A Selective Bibliography of Library Resources. (revised)
Sociology of the Southwest: A Selective List of Library Sources. (revised)
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I. SUMMARY

Where in past years Interlibrary Loan has been streamlining, this year

has been spent fine tuning. Our new staff members, Jan Robrock and Robin

Stern, were integrated into the office so smoothly that we could continue

to improve without delay. The results are seen in a most organized work

area in both sections of the office and in the many compliments which are

received from clients both on and off campus.

The Borrowing Section installed a new filing system for patron cards which

has nearly eliminated overdue books. The filing of filled monograph requests

was discontinued as a system which was of little or no use. A new method of

processing invoices was arrived at through consultation with Dolly Snyder,

Senior Bookeeper. The ILL office is now responsible for matching invoices

to supporting documents thus preventing the possibility of duplicate payments

and more work in the form of check cancellations. Perhaps the most important

fine tuning done was the completion of a new card file directory which gives

us photocopy and lending information for 700 libraries. It brings all the

information contained in several directories into one convenient location

which can be easily updated. The constant evaluation of procedures has

permitted the section to function well even in times of higher than normal

workloads. Our first internship from the Graduate Library School Is going

well as Richard Page develops an indexing system for the many serials lists

which we own. They will be accessible by subject specialty and/or institution

name.

The Lending Section continues to serve libraries close to home and around

the world. The British Library started coming to us via the OCLC ILL subsystem

as did Finalnd and The Netherlands. It is to staff's credit that the request

from Snowflake Public is given the same attention as that from Harvard University.

This concern shows results. Book requests continue to be filled in one day

and photocopy requests in two days. Staff has been able to spend more time

locating materials because the number of in-state requests has decreased since

the Arizona Interlibrary Loan Center began operations in January. Lending also

started using an old tool in a new way. The GEAC circulation system issued

us separate cards for the different catagories of libraries borrowing from

us. We now receive weekly statistics reports from GEAC telling us how many

books we sent out by catagory. In addition, we now place requests to the Library

Science and Music collections via GEAC. Procedures for processing photocopy

requests were worked out with the Photocopy Center and this seems to be going

smoothly. Paging procedures for both libraries were worked out and put in

manual form for the first time and they too appear to be working well. In

addition, there has been more cross training of student assistants so that

they are able to help with uore tasks in both sections of the office.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS.

An intelligent multi-lingual staff keenly aware of the needs of faculty and

student's research needs is our foremost strength. They attempt to anticipate

our client's requirements and are thus much appreciated. Several times a year

a patron will come in and ask for the names of all the staff members to be

included in the acknowledgement section of their publication. This is a staff

who is not afraid to work, who does not sit on a complaint but seeks a

solution. Through their contacts with people around the world they give the

University of Arizona a good name. All this Is done in a time of financial

difficulty for our clients who occasionally place requests for needed

research materials only to find out that they cannot afford the costs involved

and that they must cancel their request, thus cancelling the work done by

the staff members.

Our membership in The Center for Research Libraries continues to be a

strength. Their responsiveness and their fine staff have supported many

research projects on this campus. Their participation in the OCLC ILL

subsystem and their microfiche catalog brings us closer to the cost effective

"one-stop shopping" form of interlibrary borrowing for which we strive.

As in past years the staff of the library as a whole continues to be a great

strength. People in the library office who help us with administrative

hiring and payroll problems, catalogers who rush requests for sister libraries

who need an out of print book quickly (and who have done favors for us

in the past), reference librarians who help our patrons verify their

requests, government documents people who explain the intricacies of the

GPO and countless other people who by doing an outstanding job make our

job easier.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Three positions in this office were promised upgrades two years ago and

are atill awaiting them. They are aware that their counterparts at

Arizona State University do the same work at a higher classification.

It is our sincerest hope that this situation will be corrected soon.

Although computers are one of our major strengths they are also limitations.

The Systems and Industrial Engineering class which studied our Lending

Section this year pointed out that the GEAC database needs to be upgraded

to include all materials so as to stop all the card catalog and serials

fiche searching which we have to do now. What we really need, of course,

is an online catalog. OCLC continues to be an irritating situation. We

never have enough terminal time when we need it (in the mornings and

after three) and when we do have a free terminal it is very slow to respond.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

The Systems and Industrial Engineering class evaluation of our Borrowing

Section last year recommended that most of our procedures should be on a

microcomputer. They are correct. Paper files are incredibly inefficient

and costly. The constant need to keep our clients informed of the status

of their requests means we need to write many cards and/or letters. This

could best be done with a word processor as there is little to change in

each case. In addition, OCLC has developed a software program to

interface the OCLC Computer System with an Apple II Microcomputer via

a dial access connection. A capability of performing ILL subsystem

tasks has also been developed that includes requested enhancements such

as automatic printing of the pending file and batch updating of ILL

records during library staff off-hours. We look forward to this technological

breakthrough as an answer to several staff shortage problems. Six

libraries are currently evaluating the micro enhancer and following this

OCLC will decide whether to continue the project and offer it for sale

and whether to expand the software to operate on other microcomputers.

We will monitor developments closely and will undertake a comparison

of microcomputers to find one which will best fill ILL's needs.



INTERLIBRARY LOAN STATISTICS

1982/83

BORROWING:

Total requests received from UA clients

Total requests filled

Total volume increased 3%

5,665

4,465

Given the fact that the School of Pharmacy transferred to the Health
Sciences Center, we lost a large number of clients and thus our growth
rate declined substantially.

Our unfilled total reflects the fact that we continue to accept unverified
requests and requests for all doctoral dissertations in hopes of being
able to locate them more easily, given our tools, than our clients could.
In addition, as costs for photocopy and loans go up more people are
cancelling requests.

Please note that you cannot subtract the filled total from the received
total to arrive at a filled rate figure. There are, at any given moment,
several hundred requests on order which have the potential for being
filled.

Given that, the remainder of the unfilled requests fall into the following
catagories:

Cancelled by patron 34%
Cancelled by ILL (cannot locate) 38%
Holding library will not lend 28%

LENDING:

Total requests received 30,218

Total requests filled 18,282 (60%)

Total volume increased 22.5%

Filled rate increased 3%

We continue to monitor our unfilled rate in Lending and find the following:

Unfilled Loan Requests:
Not owned 18%

In use 36%
Not on shelf 29%
Non circulating 17%

Unfilled Photocopy Requests:
Not owned 60% (largely OCLC verified requests)
Not on shelf 40%
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SUMMARY

Personnel: Staff turnover during the past year was again limited to the department's
single Library Clerk II position: Christine Leischow joined the staff in

February, replacing Nona Vannerson. Unexpected difficulties in finding qualified
candidates to fill the second half-time position created by splitting Armenette
Christie's job last July necessitated reliance on additional student help in lieu
of hiring a temporary half-time LA II. This arrangement will continue until Armenette's
position reverts to full time following her retirement in 1984.

Services/Processing: At the time of this writing, only preliminary estimates in a

few areas of departmental activity are available for comment.
Receipt of printed materials appears to be declining while microform acquisitions
are increasing, reflecting continued GPO conversion of depository materials to micro-
fiche format and substantial commercial microform purchases. While current projections
yield 50% increases in library use of both printed and microform documents over last
year, inclusion of two traditionally slow months (May and June) in the final tabula-
tion will undoubtedly moderate these increases. The number of volumes processed for
binding was reduced this year, due to bindery quotas imposed from January to May. In
spite of these restrictions, however, two major bindery projects have been undertaken:
retrospective binding of the department's collection of UN Official Records, and mylar
encapsulation of all 1970 and 1980 census tract and block maps for Phoenix and Tucson.
Although figures for reference service and circulation activity are not yet available,
final tabulations will probably reveal a dramatic increase in the percentage of docu-
ment loan transactions handled through the GEAC system. Several thousand additional
records have been input by Documents staff during the past year, and conversion from
our former manual loan system to GEAC has proven so successful that plans for eventual
transfer of most document circulation functions to the Loan Department have been
scrapped. Departmental reference service and processing capabilities were greatly
enhanced through installation of an OCLC terminal in our workroom last fall. Statis-
tics gathered in April reveal a total of 160 OCLC searches undertaken over a "typical"
six-day period. While the majority of these were performed in order to locate biblio-
graphic records for international documents, many others were done to verify patron
requests or to locate SuDocs classifications for non-depository federal publications.
In addition to facilitating these important activities, the terminal also allows us
to do our own GEAC/OCLC record linking and affords occasional backup capability to
ILL staff. Other important activities in the areas of service and processing include
hosting two half-day departmental workshops for library staff last November and Jan-
uary, creating a card catalog for post-1980 ON monographs retained in the department,
and ironing out problems in the treatment of cataloged dual format documents (paper/
microfiche) in a series of meetings with staff from the Serials and Catalog Depart-
ments and Science/Engineering Library. Mention should also be made here of the
official GPO inspection undertaken in the department last February. Although the
we achieved ratings of "excellent" in most of the categories evaluated and ranked
highest among the eight depositories inspected in Arizona last year, we lost points
due to our lack of security measures for documents commensurate with those provided
other types of library materials, and for failing to take a leading role in formulating
a "state plan" for cooperation among all Arizona depository libraries.

Acquisitions: Major departmental purchases for the year include CIS's new Index to
International Statistics and accompanying microfiche library, complete

microfiche backfiles of three significant climatological data series published by the
U.S. Weather Bureau/Service, and several important microfiche reports from the 1980
census unavailable from GPO. These acquisitions should greatly enhance our role in
providing assistance to patrons seeking statistical information relevant to the act-
ivities of member nations of international organizations, to tree ring dating and
arid lands research, and to recent domestic demographic and socioeconomic trends.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

I have given up trying to find anything new to add to this part of the report,
and will simply repeat, virtually verbatim, last year's statement of strengths:
the department's principal strengths continue to reside in the depth of its
federal documents collection, and in the knowledge, expertise, and dedication
of its staff. Other significant strengths include its excellent physical facil-
ities and convenient location. Despite drastic cuts in the library acquisitions
budget suffered last year, the department was able to add important resources to
its exhaustive collection of reference works pertaining to Congressional and
statistical publications, and to increase its extensive microform backfiles.
Greatly increased patron access to document records afforded through the online
loan system continues to be a major new service and growing strength of the
department.



MZUOR LIMITATIONS

Installation of a dedicated OCLC terminal in the department has enabled us
to overcome reference service and technical processing limitations mentioned
in last year's report. Continued GPO conversion of depository materials to
microfiche format remains a problem, however, resulting. in both processing
delays (due primarily to the inordinate number of classification and title
errors associated with depository fiche) and in increased strain on our facil-
ities for storing, reading, and copying microfiche. Transfer of four fiche
cabinets to the Science/Engineering Library and the appearance of 1980 census
block maps and tables--which must usually be viewed simultaneously--on micro-
fiche of different reduction ratios have exacerbated our problems in storing
and handling fiche. Since additional equipment cannot be accomodated in the
present reading room, expansion of this facility within the next year or two
must be anticipated. The relatively high use rate of documents in microfiche
and lack of copyright restrictions on federal publications make fiche-to-fiche
copying capability an option worth pursuing.

This year's budget cuts have served to highlight the fact that the acquisitions
line assigned for documents purchases also funds the purchase of scores of titles
destined for a variety of non-documents locations. During the coming months I
will be working wtih Elaine Livermore to restructure the budget lines to separate
depository and standing order accounts from commercial accounts to more accurately
reflect expenditures for documents according to library department or collection.



FUTURE PLANS

Development of staff expertise and confidence in handling requests for 1980

census information will be a major challenge facing the department in the

coming year, during which several of the most popular and complex census re-

port series--including tract data and detailed population characteristics

are scheduled for release. Regular staff discussions of newly published

data and of appropriate reference strategies, preparation of user guides and

lists of available reports, and informal staff training sessions will be

undertaken to improve reference service in this vital area. The possibility

of using the library's Compustar microprocessor to develop an online index

to 1980 census tables will also be investigated.

As mentioned earlier, the Documents Department has received criticism from GPO

for failing to take the lead in developing a state plan for coordination of

services among depository libraries within the state. Although the level of

intrastate depository cooperation is perceived to be quite high, suggestions

for improvement will be solicited from ASLA Government Documents Roundtable

members at its annual meeting in October. It is anticipated that statewide

guidelines for interlibrary document loan service and the the preparation and

handling of discard lists will be formulated based on discussions held during

this meeting.

Problems in providing reference service to patrons requiring access to Arizona

state documents have been explored by a recently formed ad hoc committee of

public services department heads. Alternatives for improved service, including

establishment of a second collection of current and core materials in the Docu-

ments Department, have been proposed and will be thoroughly investigated during

the coming year.

Cynthia E. Bower
Head Documents Librarian
May 30, 1983



APPENDIX

STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT TO THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HEAD DOCUMENTS LIBRARIAN
FOR THE 1982-1983 YEAR

**Figures for 1981/82 based on a 9 month sample; figures for 1982/83 based on
an 8-month sample.

Public Services 1981/82 1982/83

Reference questions 16,026 15,901

Directional questions 4,034 3,400

Library Skills Program reference questions 1,048 1,622

Library Skills Program directional questions 1,023 915

Total questions 22,131 21,838

Circulation 7,642 8,566

Library use of printed items* 29,308 33,126

Library use of microforms** 22,580 33,918

Technical Services

Printed items received:

Depository 18,949 17,738

Non-depository 10,300 5,542

Total 29,249 23,280

Printed items withdrawn 41,999 7,843

Printed items routed to other locations 3,931 3,073

Total estimated printed documents 832,629 844,993

Microforms received:

Depository microfiche 21,853 23,559

Non-depository microfiche 35,064 48,297

Microfilm (reels) 73 99

Microfiche withdrawn 121 722

Microfiche routed to other locations 2,967 2,738

Total estimated microforms:

Microfiche 679,394 747,790

Microfilm (reels) 6,371 6,470

Volumes bound 1,333 789

*Both years based on a 3-month sample.
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SUMMARY

In spite of the cuts to the library book budget,
the Library Administration has continued to provide
strong support for the curriculum of the library
school. The 1979 visit by the accreditation team pointed
out the need for a plan to solve the space problems of
the collection. In 1982/83 the Graduate Library School
Director was to have provided the accreditation com-
mittee with a plan for solving the problems. A final
draft of the report has not yet been received.

The continued entering of data into the GEAC circulation
system, particularly, the reference materials, has been
a great help to those patrons using the collection as
well as the ability to access data from the general
collection.

Christine Henningfeld joined the staff in the spring
of 1983. Ms. Henningfeld's background and commitment
to the work of the collection is appreciated.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The cooperation and support from the Library Admin-
istration and the Graduate Library School faculty
remains the major strength. The excellent relation-
ship between the staff and the library school students
makes the existence of the collection worthwhile.

The strength of the collection remains competitive with
other major library science libraries. Checking of
new additions lists from other library science libraries
with our holdings indicates that our collection has
almost all of the new titles as schools such as Michigan,
UCLA and Berkeley.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The lack of space for the collection is nearing the
critical stages. Steps must be taken to accommodate
reasonable growth of the collection and provide a
minimum of seating for the students.

Weeding of the collection and the transfer back to
the Main Library of back issues of some serial titles
is, at best, only a stopgap solution to the space needs
of the collection.



FUTURE PLANS

Future plans for the collection necessarily rest
with the plans for providing additional space.
Weeding of the collection and moving little used
materials back to the Main Library will continue
as other alternate solutions for the space problems
are explored.



USE STATISTICS

1981/82

Home Use 2476

Reserve 5112 7124

Changes in the circulation statistics reflect the
changes in the teaching pattern at the Graduate
Library School.

19 82/8 3
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SUMMARY

During the last twelve months, the staff accomplished an impressive
amount of work in both the public and technical services areas of the
department. This was due in part to the fact that the staff remain-
ed stable throughout the year, thus the work flow continued at an un-
interrupted pace.

As was the case in other departments, collection development suffer-
ed as a result of the Library's budget cut. Fortunately, the federal
government's map depository program provided tonographic and sorne the-
matic coverage of the United States, however maps published by the goy-
ernrnents of the fifty states, educational institutions, commercial map
firms, and other special types of cartographic materials were acquired
on a limited basis. Fewer foreign maps were ordered, and this, I think,
was the area of the greatest detriment to the collection.

Preparations for the departmentts attomated loan service were going r-

ward as scheduled until the GT'ÀC system developed indexing problems.
With some fifty thousand map records yet to be input into the GEAC data
base, it was determined in January that inputting should almost come to
a standstill. Within a few months a satisfactory inputting procedure
was devised, and later some additional wages money provided more studert
help, so it would appear that by mid 1983 the Map Collection should be
ready to use the automated system for charging maps. Credit for this
accomplishment is due Christine Ziegler and her staff of student assis-
tants, who have all worked diligently to see this project through to
its completion.

Map cataloger Linda Cottrell, spent much of her time making AACR-2 hea1-
ing changes in the card catalog and during the course of the year, the
accumulation of these changes made it necessary for her to make a com-
plete shift in the public catalog. It should be noted also, that she
is now finding better OCLC map cataloging records, than was previously
the case, so her work load has been lightened to some extent by this im-
provement in the quality of OCLC map cataloging.

For sorne time the Library has had a collection of Landsat imagery, but
until this year it has not been generally available to the public. Al-
though the collection is administered by several departments, the Uni-.
versity Librarian gave Dale Steele the responsibility for servicing this
collection. To this end Mr. Steele has developed a procedure and a c -
quired the necessary equipment for providing public service from the
Map Collection, however the imagery is permanently housed in the Current
Periodicals, Newspaper and Microforms area of the Library.

Staff members also attended the Employment Process, Reference, Govern-
ment tocwnents, and Affirmative Action Workshops, and served on the
Library Arts Committee, Promotion and Tenure Committee and Comniitte
on Standing Rules.

i



MPJOR STRENGTHS

In as much as this department has the largest collection of car to-
graphic material on the campus, the staff is frequently asked by mem-
bers of the teaching faculty to talk to their classes about maps and
map librarianship. This year Da]e Steele talked to the Elementary
Education 327 class about the use of maps in social studies programs,
and he was also asked to discuss technical services probems in map
libraries with the students in the Library Science 520 class. During

the first semester Linda Cottreil met with the Library Science 5 2 5
class for the purpose of talking about the management of audio visual
materials in map libraries, and in April she discussed cartographic
reference sources with the Library Science 505 class. It should b e
noted, tocs that all members of the staff participated in the education-
al process by providing individual instruction and group orientation
ses s ions.

In some ways it is impossible to take a full meansure of the public
service that is provided by this department, but it is reasonable to
say, however, that the University Library does provide a. very unique
service to a wide cross section of map users. This year, for example,
specialists from the Phoenix Office of the Lrizona Department of Water
Resources used the Gua River determination maps for the purpose of
planning future water usage for the state. In another instance, a pro-
fessor from a university in Texas needed to use the departments San-
born Fire Insurance maps in connection with a study that he was con -
ducting of the historic sites located in the Douglas, Arizona area.
Throughout the year the staff assisted students with their class as-
signments, faculty members with research problems, and special bor-
rowers with a multitude of questions.

Departmental publications have for many years been a means of provid-
ing service to the public and this year tale Steele compiled three ex-
cellent guides to the collection: xico Maps, Arizona Index, and à
Guide to Geologic Material in the University of Arizona Library. In
addition he continued to issue the UA jj News Monthly, which has an
international mailing list.

Over time Mary Blakeley has rked Qith many librarians and others
from around the state, who have requested assistance in developing map
collections, and this yenr she worked with the Western Archeological
Center's librarian in an effort to devise a system that would serve the
needs of the Center's archeologists. Several other librarians, who
are in charge of map collections, have also used the department's re-
ference materials relating to map librnrianship, It is perhaps fair to
say that one of the strengths of the Map Collection is its reference
collection.

2



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The lack of adequate funds throughout the year for purchasing new
acquisitions, and the reduction in the number of volumes that could
be sent to the bindery were serious limitations facing the Nap C0l
lection this year.

Restoration of the Library's accp.iisitìons budget during the coming
year would help overcome these limitations.

3



FUTURE PLANS

Over time the staff has developed a collection of maps, atlases and
other releted cartographic reference materials that have been used
to provide public service to the University community, the citizens
of Arizona and to other map users across the country. In the com-
ing year the staff will continue to pursue the department's collec-
tion development objectives, and to make the holdings of the 4ep
Collection more accessible to map users by providing guides, indexes,
cartobibliographies and library instructional/orientation sessions
to students and other interested groups.

High priority will be given to the completion of several on going pro-
jects, which will include the elimination of the backlog of uncata -
loged material, and the inputting of the major part of the departmert's
bibliographic records into the GEAC data base.

Plans for the year include a change in the department's operational
procedures as staff members begin to use the automated loan system
at the end of August.

4



APPENDIX

ACQUISITIONS STATISTICS, FISCAL YEAR 1982-1983

Books/Serials 174

Microfiche 907

Sheet Maps 5,544

Total 6,625

WITHLRAWALS, FISCAL Y1!AR 1982-1983

Books 2

Sheet Maps 74

Total 76

TOTAL HOLDINGS

Aerial Photographs 16,331

Books 4,449

Globes 13

Sheet Maps 160,775

Microfiche 930

Microfilm Reels 1].

Total
182,509

PUBLIC SVICES STATISTICS

Circulation

Home Use 12,230

Library Use 33,325

Reference Questions

Inquiries Answered 7,982
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StThIMARY

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are
tiny matters to what is in us."

-- Ralph Waldo Emerson

In a year that saw the University Library's acquisitions budget
drastically reduced, and the severity reflected in a fifty percent cut
in media materials appropriations and an almost sixty percent cut in
available media book funds, the emphasis for the department has been to
deal with our present collection and services. We have not been idle,
for what is in us is, now, more apparent than ever before.

Improved access to cataloged media through the GEAC on-line system,
continued growth of information/reference service, the development of
special bibliographies and índexes, the implementation of automated
circulation of media equipment and reserve materials, and the concerted
effort toward staff training to implement the system, are very real goals
and accomplishments that Media Center personnel have initiated and seen to
fruition in 1982-83.

"Well in our country,' said Alice, still panting a little.
'you'd generally get to somewhere else, if you ran very fast for
a long time, as we've been doing.'

'A slow sort of country' said the Queen.
'Now here, you see, it takes all the running you can do to

keep in the same place. If you want to get somewhere else,
you must run at least twice as fast as that."

from Through the Looking Glass

Keeping in the same place in 1982-83 has been an arduous undertaking
for the Media Center. While all indicators show that circulation services,
instructional services, equipment use and room reservation services were
virtually unchanged from the previous year (in which all services increased)
the staffing level of the department declined in continuity and reliability.
There are 3.5 classified positions in the department. During the past year,
three different people were oriented to new job responsibilities and one
position was vacant nearly three months. To complicate matters, the total
number of sick leave days taken increased by 68% over the previous year.
Thus, we all ran as fast as we could to keep in place with service demands.
We can even brag that we ran twice as fast in providing reference service.
And even though wages constraints caused some areas of the library to cut
service hours mid-year, the Media Center only lost one service hour a week.

While we were standing still in regard to purchasing new media titles,
we did manage to move ahead two jumps in providing bibliographic access to
what we have. First, as projected last year, by July 1, 1983, all media
titles will have been entered into the GEAC on-line system giving title,
author, and call number access via the public access terminals available
to all library users. Secondly, the first Annotated Catalog and Index to
Media Center Videotapes was generated using the library's word processing
equipment. Both efforts provide more information about what is in the
collection.

So if we approach 1982-83 as a year in which we didn't dwell on what
might have been given a few more dollars, or build dreams of where we want
to go, but try to access just what does lie in us, what have we found?
This: an astounding persistance by staff to provide and maintain services,
a level of use that has remained constant, a collection that has been made
increasingly prominent and accessible, and a commitment to meet increasing
reference demands.



STRENGTHS

Given the imposed fiscal restraints for collection building, the Media
staff directed its efforts toward collection maintenance activities this

past year. Therefore, the non-print collection is in perhaps better physical
condition and is more accessible and usable than it has ever been. The

completion of the project of adding the media holdings information to the
GEAC on-line data base certainly served as the chief impetus for putting so
much of the past year's time and effort into such support activities. The

project has been a two-year effort requiring a complete inventory of the

collection, the withdrawing of a number of incomplete kits, the repackaging

and/or reprocessing of what we estimate to be at least one-third of the
non-print materials in the Center, the actual inputting or updating of all
media bibliographical records, and the assigning and attaching of barcodes
to each separately circulating title or part. It is with a sigh of relief

that we see the end of what we regarded as a laborious technical services
project, but one which promises to free us from a number of manual circulation

tasks so that the staff's energies can be directed to other departmental

services.
In fact, the Media Center has used the on-line system on a partial basis

since January 1983. During the December 1982 intersession, Rae Swedenburg
directed our staff training efforts so that by January we were able to use
the system for Media Reserve and equipment loan activities. Reports generated

by the system for the following four month period have documented a rather

surprising diversity of borrower groups using the Media Center. An informal

estimate done four years ago indicated that about five percent of media loans

were to faculty and staff, and nearly seventy-five percent were to undergraduate

and graduate students. From January to May 1983, however, GEAC statistics
indicate that eleven percent of media loans were to faculty and another two

percent were to staff. Less than one-third of the total circulation was to
undergraduates and seventeen percent of our borrowers were graduate students.

Nearly fifteen percent of those using the Media Center were non-universíty
affiliated persons. It will be interesting to see how these figures change
when the entire collections is on-line beginning July 1, 1983.

Comparing totals of the first three quarters of 1982-83 with the same
period the previous year, we found there was a twenty-six :percent increase
in the amount of service extended by staff to Media Center users. The need

to provide more specialized access to media also prompted us to compile

several indexes to departmental holdings. More users asking more questions
about our holdings and how to use them motivated us to use the library's

word processing system for guides like our first Annotated Catalog and Index

to Media Center Videotapes which was completed this year. Two other guides

have been started and will further strengthen access to the collection in
ways not possible using the card catalog or the public query GEAC terminals.

The total number of titles cataloged for the media collection for
1982-83 will be about 85% of the number cataloged the previous year.
However, since only a few of those were new title acquisitions, many titles

in the media backlog were cataloged and made available. As the backlog
shrinks (and the anticipated use of a summer 1983 intern for cataloging
media enhances the possibility), the media collection will be further

strengthened. For then, there will be even more to what is in us.



LIMITATIONS

Someone once said that nostalgia is that feeling we get when the present
knocks us down to sighs. Media Center staff are not particularly nostalgic,
but some present limitations do evoke sighs of frustration and disappointment.

This has not been a good year for the staff. There have been too many
times when daily, even weekly, goals have not been established or. reached
because staff shortages meant that available people had to fill in on the
most necessary tasks. It has been a year of just trying keep up with the
pace. Emergency family problems, ill health, and unfilled positions meant
that of the 291 days the Media Center was open this past year, 40% of the
time it was not fully staffed. If vacation time were considered, this figure
would be even higher.

An imposed delay in filling positions hurts a small department with high
service demands, like the Media Center, very much. The Library Administration
demonstrated sensitivity to the problem by making Media Center openings a
high priority in replacement hiring. However, the University's money-saving
hiring tactics in 1982-83 could not be completely circumvented and one Media
Center position was vacant three months. We were fortunate that it wasn't
longer, as some department's were totally unable to fill vacant postions.
But the toll on staff was still evident. We are speculating that some of
the increase in total sick leave days taken by the department members may
have resulted from the extra pressures associated with overwork and extra
task assignments caused by absenteeism and staff shortages. That we held
together and kept up with the service pace despite unfavorable conditions
is commendable. The promise of the complete on-line automation of Media
Center circulation reassures us that a better year is ahead since at least
that one service task should be easier to handle,

Other staffing limitations that remain include the need for a second
professional librarian and an equipment repair technician for the department.
A draft document of the California State University system for learning
resources in libraries indicates that a media collection needs a public
services librarian in addition to a department coordinator once 10,000
service transactions are experienced. In 1981-82 over 12,000 circulation
transactions and 7,000 reference transactions took place in the Media Center,
and in 1982-83 the total circulation reached 10,000 and reference totals
reached 8,000 transactions by the end of the third quarter. The same document
recommends a technician once more than 100 equipment items are available.
The Media Center alone has over 90 equipment items and when other departments
in the library which have audio-visual equipment, such as the Music Library,
the Graduate Library School Library, the Room for the Visually Impaired, and
the Microforms Room are considered, the need for a repair technician is
even more obvious. Certainly the solution is complicated by the fiscal
situation the University and its library face in 1983-84. The possible
conversion of an open staff position in the Media Center this next year,
may, however, provide a means for achieving one of the staff configuration
changes needed.

The last limitation to be mentioned here is that of facility space
needed by the department. Foregoing a long-term proposal for space, the
department has submitted a proposal listing facility alterations that will
permit the conversion of part of a classroom in the Media Center into staff
work space. This, in turn, will allow present staff work space to be
utilized for stack space needed to accommodate the growing collection of
nonprint materials. Efforts are now underway to secure cost estimates for
the redesign of present space to satisfy collection growth needs for the
next three to five years.



FUTURE PLANS

The coming year will be the department's first year to fully implement
the library's on-line circulation system. Doing so will provide us with a
means of analyzing more accurately who our users are and what materials are

most required. Using the system will also allow the department to more
expeditiously handle its circulation and reserve services, and end the need
to keep several manual files. Statistical counts of loans, discharges,
overdues, and fines can now he done by the computer. By using the system,
the department will lose its ability to keep a count of the total number of
pieces of media we handle, and GEAC, as it now operates, will not allow us
to automate our room scheduling service or our advance request service (a

type of booking service). Using the system will also require a number of
changes in task assignments and in staff training procedures. But we are

looking forward to using GEAC in as many ways as possible and perfecting
the procedures involved in doing so.

We also hope the next year will provide a time to give the Media
Center's space some practical attention. By dividing a classroom in half
that is adjacent to the Center's closed stack area, we may be able to move
one student assistant work station and two staff work stations into more
spacious quarters, keep a classroom available for small groups to schedule,
and provide for stack and collection growth for a three to five year period.
Very specific space utilization decisions will need to be made as the facility

changes are accomplished.
Several indexing projects have been started by Media staff members, and

since the all-out effort to complete the GEAC inputting project is now over,
these efforts are to be given more attention in the next year. The agenda

calls for the completion of a Games and Simulations Catalog and Index, and
a Title/Performer Index to the Center's archival radio tape collection.

Another major project that we want to get underway is the standardization
and revision of the department's K-12 Textbook Catalog.

Finally, anticipated staff turnovers will necessitate a serious analysis
of and recommendations for a different staffing configuration for the department
that will take into account both changing service needs within the Media Center
itself, and campus media plans that may affect the library.
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Section I

Media Center Acquisitions and Holdings

Holding Summaries 1980-1983

* identified as separately circulating titles in GEAC on-line system

New Materials ORDERS placed through the Media Center 1981-1983

1981-83 New Media TITLES Cataloged

1980 1981 1982 1983

Media Pieces 61,885 66,285 76,299 82,490

Media Titles 5,720 5,838 6,353 9, 705*

Textbooks 10,752 10,941 11,537 11,708

Juvenile Books (statistics kept by Cataloging l8,610(est.) l9,150(est.)

Department)

1981 Holdings 1982 Adds 1982 Withdrawn Net 1982 Holdings

5,838 523 8 515 6,353

1982 Holdings 1983 Adds 1983 Withdrawn Net 1983 Holdings

D. 1981-83 New Media PIECES Cataloged

1981 Holdings 1982 Adds 1982 Withdrawn Net 1982 Holdings

64,935 11,593 229 11,364 76,299

1982 Holdings 1983 Adds 1983 Withdrawn Net 1983 Holdings

1981-82 1982-83

Media Titles 482 225

Book Titles 730 268

Totals 1212 493

6,353 445 39 406 6, 759*

* expanded to 9,705 separately circulating titles in GEAC on-line system

76,299 8,814 2,623 6,191 82,490



E. 1982-1983 Media Cataloged Titles by Subject

Classification Field Titles Percentages

A General Works O

B-BJ Philosophy 9

BL-BX Religion 1 3%

C Sciences of History O

D History:General (Eastern) 21
E-F History (Western) 38

G Geography, Anthropology, Recreation 6 21%
H Social Sciences 60
J Political Sciences 1

K Law 2

L Education 25 28%
M Music 5

N Fine Arts 17 7%

P-PA Classical Language and Literature 1

PB-PH Modern European Language 10
PJ-PM Language and Literature of Asia,

Africa, etc. 2

PN General Literature 5

PQ Modern European Literature 27

PZ Juvenile Literature 7 17%

Q Science 28

R Medicine and Health 6

S Agriculture 7

T Technology 20 20%

U-V Military and Naval Science 2 1%

Z Bibliography, Library Science 9 3%

309* 100%
* expanded to 445 separately circulating items in GEAC on-line system



Section II

Comparative Suniniaries of Services 1981-1983

Information Requests 1981-82 1982-83

Reference Requests 3,411 3,773
Directional Requests 3,613 4,873
Totals 7,024 8,646

Instructional Services 1981-82 1982-83

Equipment and Room Use 1981-82 1982-83

Equipment Requests 6,361 5,232
Room Requests
Number of Requests 3,371 3,277
Total Hours Used 4,411.25 4,337.5

VTR Use
Total Hours Used 4,316 3,350.5

Circulation 1981-82 1982-83
Titles

Building Use 7,432 6,832
Home Use 4,516 4,329
Totals 11,948 11,161

Pieces 267,791 215,966*

* piece counts are lost using the GEAC on-line system, total
does not include Reserve pieces circulated January-June, 1983.

Total Sessions 49 40

Total Students 1,004 680
Total Hours 41.75 32.5
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1. SUNNARY

It could scarcely be said that the past year has been a quiet, ordinary
year in the Music Collection. Change seemed to come upon us from all
quarters, challenging us and competing with an increasing demand for
our services.

It could be called the year of GEAC considering the transformation we
and our patrons have experienced as our circulation became automated.
We were so pleased with the results of the fall semester's experience
using both manual and automated systems side-by-side (items not bar-
coded are treated in the old way) that we converted our reserves to
GEAC for the spring semester. While the largest part of the inputting
effort came from the staff, several students were hired and trained in
addition and somewhere between 15,000-20,000 records were created on-
line.

Staff turnover brought further challenges. Elizabeth Galaty postponed
her retirement in November to cover for the maternity leave taken by
Carolyn Saulls in mid-December. Carolyn's decision not to return pre-
cipitated Elizabeth's retirement in mid-February and the eventual hiring
of Viola Speibring in early March. In all, however, we were faced with
absorbing the equivalent of over 7 weeks of a full-time vacancy. We
were most sorry to see two such wonderful individuals and workers de-
part, but delighted to have Vi Spelbring back with us once again.

On the more athletic side, the staff shifted better than 50% of the
collection last summer, creating some badly needed growth space in the
stacks, and totally reorganizing the shelving of the popular music col-
lections. As an experiment, 42 linear feet of duplicates were removed
from the open stacks to make even a few more shelves available for
growth.

The much-lamented cutback in acquisitions funds reduced our purchases
in every area, but acquisition of new sound recordings suffered the
most, as this is where a good deal of our more specialized acquisitions
effort is devoted. Gifts and all the activities associated with pro-
cessing them seemed to take up the slack. Notable were the Richard
Dales collection of choral music (3407 pieces), the Canadian Broad-
casting Corporation collection of discs (over 400), the Dorothy Shelley
collection (570 discs), new flute music from the National Flute Asso-
ciation (over 300 pieces), and a collection of reel-to-reel tapes
from Joim Dolan. Much of this material was duplicative and was sold
in the book sale; it required, nonetheless, considerable expenditure
of time for sorting, appraisal, and checking.

The increased interlibrary loan activity reflects an overall increase
in traffic in the National Flute Association Collection. In November,
we began a program of direct loans to members of the NFA which resulted
in lower costs and speedier delivery associated with these loans.
Another major NFA activity currently underway is the production of the
third edition of the NFA catalog, now using the word processor in the
Administration Offices.



2. MAJOR STRENGTHS

Too often, the mention of the staff as one of the major strengths
appears at the end of the list, possibly as an afterthought. This

tendency can be seen in former reports from the Music Collection.
Yet, in an operation such as ours, where interaction with staff is
a part of virtually every visit by a patron, the staff figure im-
portantly both as agents and resources in the cultural/educational
milieu of the university. Their cheerful and effective work with
the public is as much appreciated as their ready acceptance of the
changes brought about by automation and enthusiastic participation
in our inputting/barcoding project. It should also be noted that
this is a staff that works very well together, is constantly im-
proving itself through University coursework and other educational
opportunities, and is actively participating in the musical life
of the University and community.

The strength of the collection in almost all areas of music has made
it a major cultural resource of not just Tucson or Arizona, but of
the nation itself. Inquiries about the collection come regularly
from all parts of the country and even Europe and Asia. Notable

on a national scale are the collections of flute music, trombone

music and pop-music. As mentioned above, however, the rate of
growth this year was somewhat curtailed by the budget reductions
imposed on all areas of the library. Happily, some relief for this
decline came in the form of gifts totally 2005 pieces for a value
of $6904.

The automation of our circulation routines - for at least the 75%
or so of our collection that has been barcoded - has both freed

some staff time formerly devoted to overdues and fines and improved
our ability to recall materials out on loan. Further, as stated in
last year's report, the ability to locate music materials located
over in the main collection has been a tremendous aid in providing

reference service from this remote location. Even the laborious
process of inputting/barcoding has not been without its benefits as
it has meant that each item and its cataloging have had some sort
of review, uncovering hundreds of problems that would not have been
discovered otherwise.



3. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

In keeping with tradition - and actual fact - we will once again cite
our physical plant as the major limitation. There is insufficient room
for all but three (3) chairs for patrons to sit in to consult the col-
lection. The staff room is terribly cramped and poorly ventilated and
cooled. The stack area has little remaining room for growth. The
listening area has but twenty (20) stations for a school of nearly five
hundred (500) students. The only available study area is outside the
library in a small, ugly classroom. The one step forward in this area
was the purchase of four new cassette recorder/players which gives us
the ability to provide a tape player and turntable in 19 of the 20
stations.

There has been a continuing problem with the music cataloging - both in
quality and quantity. At present, the Music Librarian has been review-
ing all cards and materials before filing/shelving and routing problems,
together with proposed solutions, back to the cataloger. This has, of

couise, reduced the other work that could be done; but with a level of
error probably exceeding 10%, there seemed to be little else that could
be done. An additional effort by our department to improve processing
of these problems has been made by scheduling Holly McDonald in the
cataloging department for 4-6 hours/week.

There was some improvement in the area of student wages this year, allow-
ing for an additional two students for GEAC inputting these last two
months. However, as in previous years, there was also a period of
drastic cutting, after which it was found that there was a surplus. This
up-and-down cycle causes confusion in all departments of the library,
and this results in poor service and a poorer image.

As nice as automation is in the end, it does bring many problems with
it - the drudgery of data input being one of the most inescapable. It

might be noted that while all the staff of the Music Collection put in
their allotted time for barcoding the stack collection, a correspond-
ing effort by staff from Main to see us through with our trials has
apparently never been imagined. The staff here is not resentful, but
while the light at the end of the tunnel is still so dim and other
activities must be shunted aside, the memory of that cooperative effort
three years ago cannot be forgotten.

Now. tha move toward an online catalog is looking ever more certain,
and this too will ultimately involve countless hours of staff time
working at terminals. For a staff whose principal activities and con-
cerns have been in the area of public service, this will bring chal-
lenges to rethink the traditional roles and develop expertises and
schedules that will be needed for the change.



4. FUTURE PLANS

Without a doubt, the space and facilities problems will be with us for
some time yet. Interim solutions need to be developed even while the
ultimate resolution remains little more than a dream. The possibility
of correcting the cooling and ventilating problems in the staff room
may not be that far off. However, as pressed as the School of Music
is for space of its own, there is no hope that relief of our space
problems can come from that quarter.

The inputting of the scores and books in the GEAC circulation system
should be completed by the end of the summer. Next, the staff will
take on the classical sheet music collection - numbering ca. 24,000
pieces - as handling this material has now become the real problem
area for our circulation staff.

Thanks to the generous support of the administrative office staff, two
bibliographic projects are well under way on the office's word pro-
cessor. The experience being gained in the production of the third
edition of the National Flute Association Catalog and Charles King's
index to songs on educational records will hopefully make it feasible
to undertake a catalog of trombone music for the International Trom-
bone Association. A proposal is currently being considered by the
executive board of that organization and stands some chance of being
funded.



* Not included in totals.

MUSIC COLLECTION STATISTICAL REPORT
July 1, 1982 - June 30, 1983

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

(Includes 708 requests for direct loan from members of National Flute
Association)

REFERENCE SERVICE

Building Use 1981-82 1982-83
%

Increase

Records/Tapes 33,504 29,204

Scores/Reserves/Reference 11,775 11,008
*(Pop music) *( 3,186) *( 2,281)

Informal (in-house) 11,479 10,665

Home Use

Records/Tapes 13,146 7,505

Scores/Methods/Sheet Music 25,466 31,121

TOTAL CIRCULATION 95,370 89,503 -6.2%

INTERLIBRARY LOAN R = Requests R F R F

F = Filled
875 685 1214 717 38.7%

Directional
Assistance

TOTAL

4,106
7,085

6,123
7,388

11,191 13,511 20.7%

STOCK STATISTICS

Added Withdrawn Total Holdings

Scores & Books 2,591 11 48,436
Sheet music 454 2 25,334
Teaching Collection 1 0 3,976
Classroom Collection O 0 1,201
Records 772 7 23,844
Tapes 171 O 1,551
Microcard/fiche O O 585
Pamphlets O 0 845
Grant Hill Collection *( 389) 0 *(38,183)

TOTAL 3,989 20 105,772
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SUM4ARY

Oriental Studies Collection staff, 1982-1983: Mary McWhorter, Oriental
Studies Librarian (East Asia Division supervisor and Japan area special-
ist), Acting Head Oriental Studies Librarian; John B. Liu, Oriental
Studies Librarian (China area specialist); Shizuko Radbill, Library
Assistantil (Japan area specialist); Margaret Hoell, Library Assistant II
(Mid-East and South Asia area specialist); three to four student assis-
tants.

Riaz Ahmad, Head Oriental Studies Librarian, resigned in September, 1982,
accepting a position in Sakkaka, Saudi Arabia to establish and head a
new library. In October, 1982, Mary McWhorter was appointed Acting Head
of the collection. This resulted in a shifting of responsibilities of
sorr of the staff: Margaret Hoell assund corrplete responsibility for
the maintenance of the Mid-East and South Asian collections and for
reference service in these areas. Shizuko Radbill assurrd nere of the
responsibility in the Japanese collection, since Mchorter's administrative
duties now required uuch time that had previously been given to work in
the Japanese collection.

In September Dona Straley, Catalog Librarian, was hired to process Mid-
East and South Asian materials. This was a great boost to the flow of
materials into the collection, and Peggy Hoell, 'working closely with Dona,
made tremendous inroads into backlog, corrections, and other problems that
had accrued in this area.

The repercussions of the University budget cuts and hiring freeze were
felt in the Oriental Studies Collection. Particularly noticeable in this
area were: 1) the postpont of searching for a new Head Oriental
Studies Librarian; 2) the virtual cessation of ordering activities;
3) limited student help, which was later turned to surplus by the Work
Study Program reversals.

The Chinese and Japanese collections, organized into one East-Asia
Division in July, 1982, has had a year's trial and refinanent. A survey
and analysis of 'work loads and a time-study of student 'work resulted in
a rrore realistic reorganization of staff responsibilities. A detailed
description of policies and procedures was written. Also, a procedures
meno for student and supervisors, Student Responsibilities in the East-
Asia Division of OSC, was written with jobs described in priority order.
This resulted in nore realistic distribution of work load and a proven
uore efficient use of student assistants.

In May of 1983 the Mid-East/South Asia Ccmnittee was formed to address
problems of collection development and acquisitions- -areas formerly
handled by Riaz Abmad. Elaine Livernore, Head Acquisitions Librarian,
chaired the conTnittee 'whose members were Peggy bell, Doria Straley,
John Pitcher, Mary McWhorter, and Kent Hendrickson. Of chief concern
was the PL-480 Program, its cost, constrictions and alternatives to buy-
ing the total program. Budget needs and disbursanents for all language
areas was discussed, and Dr. Robert Gimello, Head of the Oriental Studies
Deparnent gave crucial and beneficial input.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

FLEXIBLE AND DEDICATED STAFF

Budget cuts and personnel shortage after Riaz Ahnad resigned caused a
shift of responsibilities, and the assumption of extra duties by trost
of the staff. Their ability to absorb these extras plus our present
hard-rking, cooperative and eager student assistants forni the core
of one of our major strangths in maintaining the collection and giving
excellent public service.

INTERESTED AND INVOLVED FACULTY OF THE ORIENTAL STUDIES DEPAR21ENT

The Oriental Studies Department' s library cormittee, The Carmittee on
Research and Instructional Resources, became active this year with Peter
Machinist as chair. This corrrnittee, on behalf of the Oriental Studies
faculty, sent a letter to President Koffler expressing their concern
for the library's tremendous acquisitions budget cut. Indivïdul faculty
members in all four of the major geographic areas in Oriental Studies
coirrainicate with the Oriental Studies librarians frequently on their
curriculum, gradoate research and their own faculty research needs.

SUPPORTIVE LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION

Library administrators have shown their positive support in allocating
book funds; when possible, merit increases; encouraging attendance at
national and regional meetings ; and, if possible, funding for travel;
supporting new organizational policies; and consulting other departments
in the library on coniron concerns with the Oriental Studies Collection.

rnrERDEPARn'IENTAL RESOUROES- -EXrRA STRENGTHS FDR OSC

Serials Dpartment. "Procedures for Processing Oriental Collection
Materials' is the detailed written procedures manual produced by John
Pitcher, Serials Head, and alnDst the entire serials staff. Besides this
basic, taich-needed guide, the OSC staff was included in several planning
and information sessions and given a walk-through dronstration of the
processes involved. The Serials Holdings File Project, coordinated by
Ann Johnson, has been an on-going project in OSC. Last year Mid-East and
South Asia periodicals were completed, and this year Shizuko Radbill has
finished the Japanese serials.
Catalog Department. Cene Hsiao did a complete review of the East Asia
catalogs, specifying problems and making recontndations for revision and
conforming to the Main Library' s public catalog. This along with the
Catalog Department ' s revised filing rules will be invaluable aids to our
intended revision of the East Asia catalogs.
Central Reference. Rebecca Kellogg, Head Central Reference Librarian,
presented a talk to OSC staff enphasizing rrutual problems and explaining
how these are handled in Central Reference.
Acquisitions. Besides the regular, fine service to OSC needs, this year
Elaine Liverrrore, Head Acquisitions Librarian, as chair of the Mid-East/S .Asia
Cctinittee, has given nuch tine and attention,filling an inportant area of
OSC need.



WJOR STRENGTHS

V. SPECIAL PROJECTS

Special projects, often utilizing subject area expertise, are continuing
major strengths in OSC. This year they are:

11'4A Far Eastern Map Project. OSC sorted and translated titles
for about 3,000 Japanese WII maps on deposit in the Map Collection.

Display labels for chinese and Japanese periodical display shelves
were made, giving titles in both romanized English and in Chinese
characters.

Shelf-reading was done for both Chinese and Japanese Collections.

Harvard-Yenching classed books were bar-coded in both Chinese
and presently Japanese Collections.

Crash project of searching for PL-480 Hindi and Urdo books done
by Peggy Hoell and Talib Karirn of the Catalog Dept.

Hindi Urdo backlog cleaned out--from 35 to 10 shelves by Peggy Hoell.

Continuing project of R & R of periodicals in the East Asia
Division.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Lack of shelf space in the Chinese Collection has reached a point
where even an interim shift will not suffice to give enough space for
this collection.

Acquisitions budget cut affected OSC, as it did the whole library,
virtually stopping all ordering from October through the fiscal year.

Adjustmsnts necessary due to absence of Depart Head/Mid-East
specialist, Riaz Ahmad included: Staff absorbing extra load in both
administration and subject speicalization areas, and the expedient
nasure of creating the Coemittee on Mid-East and South Asia to address
the problems of acquisitions and collection developmsnt- -especially
PL-480 Program problems.



F1JURE FLANS

A top priority request for nore shelving in the Chinese Collection
has been made. John Liu has submitted specific plans for such expansion,
and we hope to see these realized in the near future.

OSC will continue the work on the Serials Holdings File project.
Having just completed the Japanese Collection's records, we will go on
to the Chinese Collection during the coming year.

As soon as the Filing Rules CorrmitteeAof the Catalog DepartnEnt have
completed their revisions, we hope to do a complete revision of the East
Asia catalogs (Chinese and Japanese). This will be a major project and
involve marnbers of the Catalog Departnnt as well as OSC staff.

while relations with the Oriental Studies DepartrEnt faculty are
excellent, we would like to establish a better system for individual and
corrmittee participation and input for developing the collections.

Plans are being made for bettering our acquisitions of periodicals
from Japan. We intend to work closely with Serials acquisitions librar-
ians and to make as many contacts with agents in Japan. Shizuko Radbill
will spend tine in Tokyo this si.mrr gathering information, niaking con-
tacts, and focusing inquiries to agents on our special problems.

The Mid-East/South Asia Coirniittee will continue to maet regularly
to define needs and problems connected with acquisitions of Mid-East and
South Asian materials. Resolution of the problems will be next year's
goal.
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SUMMARY

The Orientation Program of the University of Arizona Library is
in its eighth year. 1982-1983 has been a year for both change and
continuity. The Department has undergone two major staff changes.
Louise Greenf leid assumed the position of Orientation Librarian in
August of 1982 and Karen Williams began as the Assistant Orientation
Librarian in January, 1983.

The Orientation Department collaborated with Library staff and
faculty members to assess and redesign two course-related Instructional
units. A new library component of the Technical Writing 308 course
was created to accommodate the change in student enrollment, to
reflect new teaching methodology in bibliographic instruction, and
to promote an increased level of student interest. The instruction
session for the English 104 Freshman Composition course was redesigned
to reflect a change in the course emphasis, to accommodate over 70
classes in a three week period, and to involve Library staff members
outside of the Central Reference Department. The Orientation Depart-
ment, with Lois Olsrud of the Central Reference Department, developed
a workshop to assist staff in presenting instruction sessions. Topics
covered included: faculty member contact, identifying learning
objectives, planning, using conceptual frameworks and presentation
techniques.

Assignment Alert cards were developed and distributed to all Public
Services Departments. These cards allow faculty members to alert
departments in advance of library assignments which make special use of
library staff, services or resources.

Our course-related bibliographic instruction sessions, general orientation
sessions, and the Library Skills Program continue to be the backbone
of the University of Arizona's Instruction Program. Over 600 Instruc-
tional sessions were presented reaching an audience of well over 13,000
people. Instructional activities reached University of Arizona under-
graduate and graduate students, faculty members and staff. We continued
our commitment to the non-university conununity presenting orientation
sessions to civic groups, high schools, and community colleges.

Now in its seventh year, the Library Skills Program has become an
integral part of English composition courses 102, 103, and lO5a. (These
courses will be renumbered for the Fall 1983 semester.) The Program
also reaches Med-Start and New-Start students. The day-to-day
procedures for receiving, grading, and returning student assignments
and for reporting progress have been streamlined and a high degree of
efficiency and accuracy is maintained. A new slide/tape presentation
prepared by members of the Orientation Advisory Committee was imple-
mented during the Fall 1982 semester. An evaluation questionnaire was
distributed to students taking the Program during the Spring 1983 semester.
This process helped to identify areas of the Program which need improve-
ment.
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SUMMARY (CONT.)

The implementation of the University of Arizona Upper-Division
Writing Proficiency Examination has and will continue to have a
significant impact on the Library's instructional efforts. In the
Fall of 1982 the University Composition Board, the body which devises,
administers and grades the examination, asked the University of
Arizona Library to participate in the testing program. The Library
staf f was asked to develop and score a library skills section of the
examination designed to assess students' level of library skills and
knowledge.

The Library Research Proficiency Examination was developed during the
1982-1983 academic year by the Orientation Advisory Committee. The
Committee first developed a set of Learning Outcomes which serve as
basic objectives for the Instruction Program. It is hoped these Out-
comes will promote consistency in the teaching of library skills and
concepts throughout the University Library. It is also hoped that lt
will assist faculty members in their understanding of the goals of
our program. The test, a thirty minute, thirty question multiple-
choice test, is based on these Learning Outcomes. The test will con-
tinue to be refined for the next year based on the test item analysis
and student performance. The examination has been administered to
over 300 students.

The Orientation Department's research project proposal "Assessing the
Instructional Needs of Students in a Selected Scientific Discipline at
the University of Arizona" was selected for funding as a part of the
OMS Public Services in Research Libraries program.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major strength of the Orientation Department continues to be
widespread support, commitment and expertise shared by librarians
and career staff throughout the University of Arizona Library for our
instructional efforts. The program depends heavily on our staff and
is stronger for this involvement.

Overall Instruction Program

Librarians and career staff developed and presented 382 course-
related instructional sessions and prepared or revised subject
bibliographies to accompany these library sessions. Two major
bibliographies were developed by members of the Central Reference
Department: Broadcast Bibliography: a guide to the radio and tele-
vision collections, by Paul Barton, and Urban Planning Students' Guide
to the University of Arizona Libraries, by Judy Nixon.

The instructional interest and creativity Science Librarians showed in
their approach to the Technical Writing Project resulted in a model
significantly improved in its content, format and presentation. The
appointment of Chris Sherratt as the Instruction Liaison for the
Science-Engineering Library has assisted the Orientation Department
in its administrative tasks, and allowed for communication and exchange
of ideas between the Orientation Department and the Science-Engineering
Library.

The contributions of the Orientation Advisory Committee have been
significant. Committee members are concerned with and committed to
monitoring and improving the Library's Instruction Program. Much of
the committee efforts this year were directed toward the developing,
pretesting, and refining of the test instrument for the Proficiency
Examination. Committee members accompanied a member of the University
Composition Board to the meetings with the faculty representatives of
various University colleges and departments to answer questions on our
role in the testing program.

The Instructional Research and Development Office has given valuable
assistance in the development and modification of our objective test
instrument. Dr. Lawrence Aleanioni presented two test construction
workshops to the Orientation Advisory Committee and has been available
for consultation. We have also utilized the test scoring and test item
analysis services of this office.

The University Composition Board headed by Craig B. Snow has given
outstanding support to the Library's instructional efforts. The in-

clusion of a Library Research Skills section to the Proficiency Examina-
tion shows an understanding and demonstration of the role of the
research process in the development of critical reading, writing, and

thinking. The University Composition Board has been most cooperative
in all aspects of coordination and implementation of the testing program.
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MAJOR STRENGTHS (CONT.)

Library Skills Program

The major strength of the Library Skills Program continues to be the
support and involvement of a great number of people. The Orientation
Advisory Committee aids in the planning and implementation of new ideas,
and the many volunteers who give Skills presentations make this facet

of the Program possible. These volunteers help to educate students by
making them aware of the many different departments and procedures in-

volved in running a library of this size. The English Department has
increased their support by requiring all Graduate Teaching Assistants
to attend a preceptorship devoted to the Library Skills Program and by

strongly enforcing the penalty against students who do not complete the

Program. The Media Center is most cooperative in scheduling rooms and
equipment for Skills presentations and the Photocopy Center stocks and

sells the workbooks for a nominal fee. The support, energy, and
creativity of these dedicated individuals is essential to the continued

success of the Program.

The Library Skills Desk staffed by graduate library school students are

another strong aspect of the Program. More than 60% of the Students
consulted these Library Skills Assistants for help with the workbook

assignments and, according to their comments on the survey, found them

to be very helpful. In addition to providing help with assignments, these
Assistants help to allay frustration and to provide a positive library

experience.
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MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The major limitation for the Orientation Department is the lack of a
full-time clerical position. At present the Orientation Program
depends on the part-time support of student assistant positions. It

is recommended that the Administrative Assistant position (a graduate
library school student) be eliminated and a full-time clerical
position be established. This position would be responsible for the
clerical support of both the Library Skills Program and the overall
Orientation Department functions. Bibliographies which must be revised
frequently are now being placed on the word processor by the Library
Off ice staff. This has helped to reduce our typing needs.

The major limitation of the Library Skills Program is a direct result
of its large size. Although students in the different classes which
complete the Program are at various levels of achievement, their library
information needs cannot be addressed individually because of the sheer
number of students who complete the Program each year. Future plans
for the Program include an investigation of ways in which it could be
more tailored to fulfill the needs of different groups of students.
The development of variant editions of the workbook is one possible
answer to this problem. These editions could be directed toward
different disciplines or to different levels of student achievement.

Somewhat related to the problems of size and standardization is the
perception that student attitudes toward the Program are not always
as positive as could be hoped for. Because there are links existing
between attitude and the learning process, ways to improve the image
of the Library Skills Program and thus improve student attitudes are
being examined.
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FUTURE PLANS

Overall Instruction Program

The Orientation Department will continue to explore new trends,
concepts, and materials in user education, and collaborate with
library staff and faculty members to develop, assess and redesign
course-related instructional units as identified. The Orientation
Department is collaborating with Susan Johnston of the Department of
English to develop a workshop designed to increase staff effective-
ness in working with foreign students. The workshop is scheduled for
late summer or early fall.

The development of the Learning Outcomes in preparation for the
Proficiency Examination presents an opportunity to ensure consistency
in the teaching of library skills and concepts throughout the University
of Arizona Library. Workshops should be presented to explain the
Learning Outcomes in detail to those staff members involved in the
Instruction Program.

The Orientation Department will continue to work with the University
Composition Board in the administration of the Library Research Skills
Proficiency Examination. We will continue to develop methods for
smooth administration, scoring, and reporting of the results.

The Orientation Department will examine the possibility of developing
diagnostic exercises for students who are eligible for the Proficiency
Examination but unsure of their skill level.

The Orientation Department is planning to build on the results of the
Proficiency Examination, to make use of the Learning Outcomes, and to
begin more formal exploration of the instructional needs of upper-level
students. With the assistance of the OMS Grant we are planning to assess
the needs of students in a specific scientific discipline. We will
explore methods in which the University of Arizona's library program
can respond more effectively to the instruction needs of these students.
Research methodology will include the development of a performance test,
exploration with faculty members in that discipline of the expectations
they have for their students, and development of a survey of student
needs and attitudes. It is hoped that the results of this study will
serve as a model for assessing instructional needs of students in other
academic disciplines.

Library Skills Program

The workbook is currently undergoing its seventh revision. Currently
under investigation is the feasibility of using machine grading for parts
one and two of the workbook. The money to be saved by doing this must
be weighed against the ways in which student attitudes and learning
will be affected by a multiple-choice assignment format. The fact that
graders will lose the insight made possible by written answers must also
be considered.
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FUTURE PLANS (CONT.)

Results from both the Library Research Skills Proficiency Examination
and the OMS supported study to assess the needs of students in a
scientific discipline should give the Library Skills Program feed-
back on its success and point out new directions to take. Since the
Program is moving in the direction of trying to accommodate some of
the varying needs of its wide audience, this information will be very
valuable.

Alternatives to the current standardized Skills presentation are also
being investigated. The goal of this presentation is to encourage
library use and to give students a relevant explanation of how to
complete the assignments, especially the important search strategy.
Some students expressed dissatisfaction with the current format
indicating that the timing is not meeting their needs.

The Program currently reaches all students who take freshmen composition
at the University of Arizona but these students represent only about
49% of the total number of students who receive an undergraduate degree
here. Procedures for accommodating students who want to take the
Program independently have been developed and will be implemented
during the Fall 1983 semester.
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SUMMARY

STATISTICS

1982 - 1983

ORIENTATION AND INSTRUCTION
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COURSE-RELATED BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION SESSIONS

GRADUATE:

Number of Sessions: 65
Number of Students: 1282

UNDERGRADUATE:

Number of Sessions: 311
Number of Students: 6742

TOTAL:

Number of Sessions: 376
Number of Students: 8024

ORIENTATION SESSIONS FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS AND SCHOOLS

Number of Sessions: 32

Number of People: 1346

GENERAL ORIENTATION TOURS AND NON-COURSE RELATED INSTRUCTION SESSIONS FOR
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF

Number of Sessions: 26
Number of Undergraduates: 792

Number of Sessions: 2

Number of Graduates: 21

Number of Sessions: 12
Number of Faculty: 135

Number of Sessions: 36
Number of Staff: 451

TOTAL:

Number of Sessions: 76
Number of People: 1399

Overall Total Number of Sessions: 483
Overall Total Number of People: 10, 769

Overall Total Library Skills Presentations: 119
Number of Students: 3284

Total Number of Instructional Activities: 603
Total Number of People: 13,348



LIBRARY SKILLS PROGRAM

Summer Session II 1982

Fall 1982

Spring 1983

Summer Session I 1983
(estimated)

TOTALS:

Number of Workbooks Sold 3364
1982-1983 (estimated)

LIBRARY SKILLS QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Totals for 1982-1983 excluding Summer Session I

Skills Desk - CRD
direct. = 2120
asst. = 5302

Skills Desk - Docs.
direct. = 625
asst. = 1339

Science Library
direct. = 396
asst. = 555

10

57 Students

2330 Students

692 Students

205 Students

2 Presentations

78 Presentations

30 Presentations

9 Presentations

3284 Students 119 Presentations
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Ecology and 102 Fundamentals of Ecology and 390
Evolutionary Evolution
Biology

Jones (3)
Jones (8)
Mautner (2)
Phipps (i)
Redaije (3)
Sherratt (3)
Weller ( 2)

COURSE RELATED INSTRUCTION SESSIONS
1982-1983

NUMBER NUMBER LIBRARY
DEPARTMENT COURSE COURSE DESCRIPTION STUDENTS SESSIONS INSTRUCTOR

Accounting 320 Federal Income Taxation 60 1 C. Hawbaker

Agriculture 509 Information Source for 63 3 D. Jones
Agriculture Science R. Mautner

C. Sherratt

Anthropology 442 Processing of Museum li 1 V. Rice
Materials

200 Cultural Anthropology 30 2 V. Rice

Art 596a Seminar in American Art 8 1 P. Barton

496nx Basic Reference in Art History 9 1 P. Barton

430 Art in Elementary School 29 2 R. Swedenburg

Business and 482 Teaching Vocation Office and 20 1 S. Brownmiller
Career Ed. Distributive Education

CESL 600 39 R. Gramer (2)
M. Hoopes (2)
D. Larson (3)
R. Mautner (2)
J. Nixon (4)
B. Parsil (1)
S. Phipps (1)
S. Redaije (1)
G. Ritter (2)
C. Sherratt (4)
M. Stout (4)
R. Swedenburg (4)
L. Weller (2)
K. Williams (2)
B. Wooliet (6)

Chemistry 410 Inorganic Chemistry 46 1 S. Redalje

Counseling and Professional Practice 20 i S. Brownmiller
Guidance

22 D.

J.

S.

C.

L.
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NUMBER NUMBER LIBRARy
DEPARTMENT COURSE COURSE DESCRIPTION STUDENTS SESSIONS INSTRUCTOR

Economics 534 Public Finance 20 1 C. Hawbaker

435 Public Sector Economics 40 1 C. Hawbaker

Ed. Found. & 603 Intro to Ed. Research 391 17 S. Brownmiller (5)
Administration R. Dickstejn (11)

R. Mitchell (1)

540 Issues in Educating Mexican- 15 1 S. Brownmiller
American Children

465 Ed. Program and Management 1 1 R. Dickstein

350 Soc. Found. of Education 27 1 S. Brownmiller

Ed. Psychology Education 25 1 R. Dickstein

Electrical 101 Intro to Electrical 233 16 D. Jones (4)
Engineering Engineering J. Jones (3)

R. Mautner (3)
S. Redaije (2)
C. Sherratt (3)
L. Weller (1)

Elementary 634 Day Care Education 20 1 S. Brownmiller
Education

534 Learning Through Play 19 1 S. Brownmiller

379 Kindergarten Education 12 1 S. Brownmiller

377 Early Childhood Curriculum 12 1 S. Brownmiller

327 Teaching Social Studies 77 2 D. Steele

322 Teaching Language Arts in 45 2 5. Brownmiller
Elementary School

Elementary Block Combination 23 1 R. Swedenburg

Engineering 199 Intro to Chemical Engineering 8 1 5. Redaije

103 Nuclear Engineering 50 2 5. Phipps
C. Sherratt

English 504 Found. of Library mf o ServIce 12 1 D. Jones

418 Images of Women in Literature 12 i R. Dickstein

417 Women Authors 25 i R. Dicksteín

407 Advanced Composition for 55 4 D. Jones (1)
Foreign Students S. Redalje (2)

C. Sherratt (1)

403 Advanced Scientific Writing 18 2 D. Jones

402 Business Report Writing 8 1 C. Hawbaker
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Finance 521 Portfolio Management 30 1 C. Hawbaker

511 Business Finance 46 1 C. Hawbaker

422 Securities Analysis 45 1 C. Hawbaker

311 Corporate Finance 230 4 C. Hawbaker

Geography and
egional Dey.

381 Cartography 9 1 D. Steele

Health 434 Sex Education for Teachers 35 2 B. Wool].ett
Education

181 Elementary School Health Ed. 156 5 R. Swedenburg (2)
B. Woollet (1)
Brownmiller/

Woollet (2)

Health Related 180 High School Health Education 20 1 B. Woollet
Professions

DEPARTMENT COURSE COURSE DESCRIPTION
NUMBER

STUDENTS
NUMBER
SESSIONS

LIBRARY
INSTRUCTOR

English(cont.) 308 Technical Writing 298 18 D. Jones (3)
J. Jones (4)
R. Mautner (1)
S. Redaije (2)
C. Sherratt (5)
L. Weller (3)

307 Business Writing 481 22 C. Hawbaker (7)
J. Nixon (li)
Nixon/Hawbaker (4)

105 English Composition for 15 1 D. Jones
Foreign Students

104 Freshman Composition 1672 75 M. Abramo (1)*
D. Baker (2)
P. Barton (8)
R. Dlcksteln (4)
L. Greenf leid (5)
M. Hoopes (6)
H. Lederer (1)
T. McIntosh (2)*
J. McKay (1)
V. Milis (3)
R. Mitchell (2)
L. Olsrud (14)
R. Page (2)*
B. Parsll (9)
V. Rice (6)
J. Speight (2)*
M. Stout (2)
K. Williams (7)
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NUMBER NUMBER LIB RAR
DEPARTMENT COURSE COURSE DESCRIPTION STUDENTS SESSIONS INSTRUCTOR

Higher 603 Higher Education in the US 25 1 R. Dickstejn
Education

560 The Community College 40 1 R. Dickstein

History 410x Hell & History of Early Europe 11 1 V. Rice

296A Nature & Practice of History 65 4 V. Rice

253 History of Women in the US 84 2 R. Dickstejn

Home Economics 699 Economics of Aging 22 1 E. Ferrell

610 Research in Home Economics 5 1 R. Dickstejn

454 Textiles 30 2 J. Jones

317 Women in Contemporary Society 30 1 R. Dickstein

Journalism 205 Reporting the News 20 1 P. Barton

Library 573 Government Publications 20 3 C. Bower
Science R. Mautner (2)

571 Information Sources and 32 2 L. Cottrell
Services in the Sciences E. Ferrell

525 Management of Audio Visual 13 2 L. Cottrell
Materials in the Library B. Woollet

520 Problems in Technical Services 30 3 J. Pitcher
D. Steele
B. Woollet

505 Basic Reference 128 7 C.. Bower

R. Dickstein (2)
C. Hawbaker
R. Kellogg (2)
J. Nixon

504 Trends 24 1 D. Jones

503 Library Collection Department 21 1 C. Bower

480 Literature for Children 58 1 Browniniller/
Woollet

Management 466 Public Policy 20 1 E. Ferrell

Marketing 530 Management of Marketing Comm. 28 1 C. Hawbaker

440 Marketing Research 40 1 Nixon/Hawbaker

301 Intro to Marketing 110 1 C. Hawbaker
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NUMBER NUMBER LIBRARY
DEPARTMENT COURSE COURSE DESCRIPTION STUDENTS SESSIONS INSTRUCTOR

Music 695a Music in Higher Education 36 1 D. Smith

651 Music Curriculum Development 9 1 D. Smith

451 General Music for Jr. & High 10 i R. Dickstein
School

430a Art Song Repertory 25 1 D. Smith

370 Choral Conducting 10 i D. Smith

108 Survey of Music II 95 1 D. Smith

107 Survey of Music I 350 2 D. Smith

Oriental 444a Literature of India 10 1 R. Dickstein
Studies

Physical 370 Kinesiology 50 2 J. Jones
Education

Political 480 Public Policy 25 1 C. Bower
Science

457 Inter-American Politics 15 i M. Hoopes

448 Mexican Government & Politics 15 1 M. Hoopes

433 Research Methods & Design 13 1 C. Bower

chology lOOa Elementary Psychology 25 3 L. Olsrud

Reading 686 Classroom Reading 8 1 S. Brownmiller

680 Investigation of Reading 3 1 R. Dickstein

605 Essentials of Reading Instr. 20 2 S. Brownniiller

480 Literature for Children 25 1 S. Brownmiller

403 Survey of Reading 15 1 R. Dickstein

Secondary 636 Innovation in Secondard Ed. 34 2 R. Dickstein
Education

417 Visual & Auditory Aids 31 2 R. Swedenburg

338U Teaching of Social Studies 27 2 R. Swedenburg

329 Principles & Curriculum of 165 5 R. Dickstein (4)
Secondary Education Dickstein/

Brownmiller

225 Professional Development of 40 1 5. Brownmiller
Prospective Teachers
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NTThIBER NUMBER LIBRARY
DEPARTMBNT COURSE COURSE DESCRIPTION STUDENTS SESSIONS INSTRUCTOR

Sociology 486 Comparative Community 6 1 V. Rice
Development

406 Social Gerontology 26 1 E. Ferrel].

404 Sociology of the Southwest 49 2 V. Rice

311 Social Change 25 1 V. Rice

301 Social Analysis 9 1 R. Mitchell

Spanish 215 Spanish for Native Speakers 15 1 M. Hoopes

Special 508 Teaching Sensory Impaired 8 1 B. Woollet
Education

Speech and 451 Speech Acquisition 32 2 L. Olsrud
Hearing C. Sherratt

Speech 325 Argumentation 8 1 C. Bower
Comniunicat ions

136 Oral Interpretation of Lit. 9 1 L. Olsrud

102 Principles of Speech 165 7 S. Brownmiller (1)
P. Barton (2)
E. Ferrell (1)
B. Parsil (3)

Urban Planning 501 Development of Urban lO 1 J. Nixon
Planning

* Additions

104 Freshman Composition 73 4 L. OlsrudEnglish

R. Page
B. Parsil (2)

307 Business Writing 15 1 C. Hawbaker

Ed. Found and 603 Intro to Educational Res. 142 3 5. Brownmiller
Administration R. Dickstein (2)

Sociology 404 Sociology of the Southwest 8 i V. Rice

Psy cho logy 255 Experimental Psychology 20 i L. Olsrud
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NON-COURSE RELATED COMMUNITY GROUP SESSIONS
1982-1983

NUMBER NUMBER
DESCRIPTION STUDENTS SESS IONS LIBRARY INSTRUCTOR

American Recorder Soc. 50 1 D. Smith

American Water Research 16 1 D. Jones
Association

Continuing Education 60 1 L. Greenfield
Elder Hostels

Explorer Scouts 5 1 C. Sherratt

Gua Pueblo Community 21 1 T. McIntosh
College

Minority Student Affairs 35 2 J. McAfee
B. Parsil

Outstanding H.S. Senior Day 40 4 McAfee/McIntosh

Pima English 59 3 L. Greenfield
B. Parsil
V. Rice

k1lma Indians 25 1 L. Greenf leid

Political Science (NAU) 20 1 E. Ferrell

Public Administration 1 1 C. Hawbaker

Ray High School 75 2 L. Greenf leid
B. Parsil

Saf ford Magnet Junior H.S. 24 1 R. Dickstein

San Manuel High School 120 6 L. Greenfleid (2)
M. Hart (2)
K. Williams (2)

Sierra Vista High School 5 1 S. Redaije

Sunnyside High School 30 1 B. Parsil

Tucson Fire Department 10 2 R. Mitchell
J. Nixon

High School Minorities
(Journalism Dept.) 30 2 B. Parsil
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NON-COURSE RELATED INSTRUCTION SESSIONS
1982-1983

DESCRIPTION
NUMBER
PEOPLE

NUMBER
SESSIONS LIBRARY INSTRUCTOR

Staff

CARS Training 170 5 S. Brownmiller
R. Dickstein (2)
J. Jones
R. Mitchell

CPNM 24 3 M. Mayhew

CRD 26 2 L. Olsrud

General 138 16 C. Bower
R. Cherry
J. Goldsmith
C. Hawbaker
E. Livermore
M. McWhorter (3)
W. Mullin
S. Phipps
J. Pitcher
M. Rhodes
G. Ritter
D. Robrock
E. Waite
B. Woollet

Government Documents 20 2 C. Bower

Map s 24 3 M. Blakely
D. Steele (2)

Media 32 3 R. Swedenburg (2)
B. Woollet

Serials 17 2 J. Pitcher

Faculty

Civil Engineering 14 1 D. Jones

Entomology 20 1 J. Jones

General 5 3 L. Olsrud
S. Redaije (2)
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NUMBER NUMBER
DESCRIPTION PEOPLE SESSIONS LIBRARY INSTRUCTOR

Faculty (cant.)

Geological Sciences 28 i C. Sherratt

Humanities 20 1 Barton/Woollet

Natural Resources 26 1 C. Sherratt

Physics Seminar 9 2 R. Nautner

Women's Studies 13 2 R. Dickstein

Undergraduates

Continuing Education 145 2 L. Greenfield
Oisrud

Education Majors 14 2 S. Brownmiller

General 47 5 H. Lederer (4)
T. Pitts

Incoming Freshman 235 8 T. McIntosh

International Students 65 1 E. Ferrell

Liberal Arts 10 1 S. Brownmiiler

New Students 10 1 R. Mitchell

Optical Science 40 1 S. Redaije

Pre-coilege Students 166 3 L. Greenfield
Hart

K. Williams

Graduates

Art Education New Students 8 P. Barton

General 13 S. Brownmiller

* Additions

Incoming Freshman 60 2 L. Creenf leid
K. Williams
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SUNMARX

Much of the year's activities centered around completion of
the SEL Planning Study and the Initiation and implementation of
recommendations emanating from that Study. The planning process
Itself has proved to be a positive and productive experience and
the "plan" has set the direction and impetus for improvements In
SEL facilities, services, and staffing. Although extra effort
was devoted to development of the Planning Study, the SEL
librarians and staff managed to continue quality service ¡n
response to increased demand throughout the year, and several
important projects were completed.

.E.ER.QNN.EL.: Of utmost concern is the continued inability to
reclassify career staff positions to a pay grade appropriate to
the work required in these positions. Five of seven positions
are estimated to be underclasslfied and it is hoped the
University will recognize the need to allocate funds to remedy
this situation immediately.

Our two new librarians have quickly and competently assumed
major responsibilities within the reference staff. All
professional responsibilities were reorganized this year,
hopefully achieving a balance of subject responsibility (3 life
science and 3 physical science specialists) and liason or
supervisory responsibilities. All professional librarians are
now trained in and have responsibility for computer searching.
Ready reference on-line searching has been integrated into
regular reference service with ease. Continuing education of al I
staff regarding subject specialties, collections, technologies
and processing changes remains high on our list of priorities for
the future.

Staff turnover was limited giving us a needed sense of
stability; only one half-time position in the CPMR was vacant for
a short time.

We also were able to offer a reference internship to Ernie
Erhlbeck from the Graduate Library School and supervise a

volunteer, Vivian Yazzi, from the Arizona State School for the
Deaf and the Blind Work Education Program.

f.AGJ.IIILE.S R 1AIJli: P I a n s f or re nova t i n g th e SEL to b et te r

accomodate traffic and workflow and to centralize the reference
staff and the CARS facH ity in the reference area have been
approved. Rearrangement of the CPMR w ill all ow for the
relocation of the staffed Photocopy Center on the Main Floor with
direct access from CPMR and the Lobby, hopefully upgrading use
and rel iabi I Ity of that service.

Other projects completed Include selection of priority items
from the backlog, weeding of the entire reference collection,
and the government reports collection, reorganization of the
reference fiche collection and expansion of the Author-Title
Catalog (in-process at this time).



SERVICES: The Reference Librarians this past year conducted an
estImated 79 instructional sessions for science students, 14 more
than last year, and there is an expected 20+% increase ¡n CARS
searching in science. A dramatic increase ¡n requests for
reference assistance occurred in the Current Periodicals and
Microforms Room while ¡n Reference a steady increase was noted.

Efforts to improve contact with the faculty this year
Included 6 presentations given to departmental faculty, regular
publication of the .SEL. ILE.W., and 13 science department
subscriptions to the UA Library .Ng Aessions List.

The Catalog Maintenance Office and Current Periodicals and
Microforms Room responded well to a year of "volatile" student
budget al locations and a drastic cut in the bindery budget.
Although the number of volumes processed dropped slightly,
probably owing to acquisitons budget cuts, the number of card
corrections increased and processing time for monographs was
reduced by as much as a week in the CMO. In the CPMR new titles
increased the amount of check-in required and although binding
was slowed, the room was kept orderly and a high level of service
mal nta i ned.

Word processing equipment greatly enhanced the abil ity of
the Library's Secretary to support the work of the staff.

The entire staff deserves credit for accepting the challenge
of a year f i lied w i th new individual and group assignments.
Special mention should be made of Chris Sherral-t, Doug Jones,
Gretchen DeSantis and Cynthia Bower (Head of the Documents
Department) who accepted the major responsibility of conducting
the Planning Self-Study which has enabled us to develop
recommendations and a planning process for the future improvement
of the SEL. A sense of teamwork and a shared commitment to
improve service and to maintain a high level of productivity
characterizes the SEL staff, and ¡t is this personal commitment
that will set the tone for responding to future challenges.



IA.IR S.IR IJ:!.: The individual and collective personal
commitment of the SEL staff and librarians to providing the best
possible service to our specialized clientele, undoubtedly is the
major strength of the Science-Engineering Library. The support
and direction received from the Library Administration for the
completion of the Planning Study and the intensive involvement of
all staff in the process has given us an increased sense of
shared responsibility, a strategy for accepting th challenge of
change and a heightened appreciation for each
contributions. Despite many problems and setbacks, budget cuts
and salary freezes, everyone has maintained enthusiasm,
perseverance, and most importantly, good humor. As we embark on
major building renovations that will temporarily displace and
dislocate us, and as we begin to utilize new technologies for the
greater advantage of our users these attributes will stand us In

good stead.

The increased attention to access problems in the SEL and
the recent decisions by the Catalog Department to address the
backlog situation and provide information on in-process items on
GEAC will be a tremendous help to providing better service in the
SEL. Automation of the Library's access systems can only serve
to enhance access in the SEL. The Library Automation Working
Committee's recommendations are welcomed and the commitment to
initiate formal planning much appreciated.

The planning process and increased efforts to communicate
with and involve faculty in the library activities has given us
the opportunity to know our clientele better and to improve the
focus of our service efforts.

Although budget cuts hindered us in some areas this year,
collection develoment support for the SEL's special needs for
serial publications and technical report literature continued the
strength of this important part of the Library's collections.

Awarding of the the ARL/OMS grant to the Library's
Orientation Department, for developing course-related instruction
in the sciences wi I I greatly enhance our eforts in this area and
allow us to build on this years accomplishments that served to
improve the quality of instruction presently offered.

Our building, although not very attractive, does provide us
with some flexible growth space; the commitment to follow up on
renovation plans w i I I insure the best possible use of space for
rapidly growing collections and drastic changes in access
technology.



.MAEQR LJJAIIAIIQIiS: The freeze on reclassification of staff
positions has already been mentioned as one of our most severe
problems. As library technology changes and the complexity of
access systems increase, the library continues to have to rely on
student assistants for staffing of public service desks and
maintenance of our card catalog, and consequently, the level of
expertise and supervision responsibilities required of career
staff increases. The personnel classification system must be
able to respond to these changes in order for us to keep the
highly-trained and committed staff that we have. Any extension
of the present freeze, will have negative consequences for the
Science-Engineering Library. All efforts by the Administration
to respond to this situation are appreciated.

in conducting our various information-gathering projects
during the Planning Study ¡t became all too clear that the number
and variety of science departments, faculty and students,
expected to be served by the Library far exceeds our capabity to
serve each well. With only six librarians, subject
responsibilities have had to be assigned with the clear knowledge
-i-hat each person could not adequately maintain a satisfactory
level of expertise in each area. Librarians are also responsible
for 16 hours of reference desk service a week, course-related
bibliographic instruction, computer literature searching,
collection development and liason or coordinating work with
faculty departments and/or technical services areas. Emphasis on
scientific research on campus continues to grow and there is now
an increasing emphasis on science education, especially in the
physical sciences. lt is crucial that consideration be given to
adding at least one librarian to the SEL staff as soon as
possible. Time for continuing education and professional
development activities so important in the sciences and in this
age of rapidly changing technologies is presently at a premium.
Peak service times during the semester put a strain on the entire
staff and important outreach, collection development, and other
critical work is inevitably postponed. Our staffing expertise in
the disciplines of the physical sciences is especially in need of
attention.

Many serial items in the stacks are in need of bindery
attention and reclassification in order to preserve and provide
better access to them. We will continue to work with the Serials
Department on these problems. Access to microform holdings,
which comprice 2/3 of our total collections, still remains a
problem. Although core materials are still found In the print
collection, the technical report literature, vital to scientific
research, remains relatively inaccessible owing to users'
dependence on and ignorance of the limitations of the card
catalog. Efforts will be continued to publicize the Library's
holdings and to find ways of improving access through individual
and group instruction.



.E11ILR.E fLANS.: The SEL Planning Study has resulted in a
challenging agenda for the coming year.

Major renovation plans include: Relocation of Photocopy
Service adjacent to the Current Periodicals and Microforms Room;
construction of a new office for CPMR staff and rearrangement of
that Room to allow for the exponential growth of the microform
collection; construction of new Administrative Offices and
enlargement of the Staff Lounge ¡n conjunction with Fire Safety
improvements in the building (which include installation of a
sprinkler system on the first floor and upgrading of fire alarm
system in the building); enlargement of the Catalog Maintenance
Office; construction of a Computer-Assisted Reference Office and
one more staff office in the Reference Room ¡n order to
centralize reference staff and reference services on the Main
Floor. Implementation of a comprehensive sign system will
complete this major phase of the renovation.

The renovations will put us in a state of minor chaos for
much of the year, but the improvements to work and service areas
should be of ultimate benefit to our users and enable us to
Improve the efficiency of work performed and integrate automated
systems more logical ly in th near future.

In order to help students in a variety of science courses
make better use of our collections and improve their knowledge of
the science literature, we plan to begin a "Pathfinder" series of
pamphlets covering a variety of subjects. In addition a major
"Guide to Science-Related Government Reports (Print and
Microform)" is planned to provide better access 1-o the important
but scattered and relatively inaccessible government technical
report literature.

Focus on determining and responding better to the
instructional needs of students in science courses, supported by
the ARL/OMS Pubi Ic Services in Research Libraries Program, wil I
be of great benefit to us ¡n our planning efforts and should help
us contribute i-o the upgrading of science education at the
Univesity of Arizona. As an additional orientation project we
hope to complete a Spanish language instructional taped tour for
those of our users who come from Mexico to make use of our
extensive collections for research and educational projects.

Emphasis this year will al so be placed on developing a

conprehensive reference policy and a Reference Training Manual
and participation in staff develoment and training activil-es,
especially those that will prepare us better for implementation
of on-line access systems.

We also intend to conduct a formal assessment of our serial
collections to insure adequate support of existing and emerging
programs and identify possible areas for cost-savings.

We will continue to expand our efforts to improve
communication with faculty and students using the SEL and, this
summer will be Initiating a SEL News Board in the Lobby as well
as reinstituting a Question and Answer Notebook.
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SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY
REFERENCE/INSTRUCTION SERVICES

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

&It.. REFERENCE SERVICE 81/82 82/83 %CRANGE

REFERENCE TRANSACTIONS 34,594 39,8621 15%
REFERENCE ROOM 27,723 29,250 6%
LIBRARY SKILLS 5402
CURRENT PERIODICALS &
MICROFORMS ROOM 6,871 10,072 47%

DIRECTIONAL TRANSACTIONS 18,392 12,384 -33%
REFERENCE ROOM 12,101 7,314 -40%
LIBRARY SKILLS 375
CURRENT PERIODICALS &
MICROFORMS ROOM 6,291 4,695 -25%

REFERENCE ROOM TOTAL TRANSACTIONS
(REF/DIR, LSP) 39,824 37,4791 -6%

CPMR TOTAL TRANSACTIONS (REF/DIR) 13,162 14;767 12%

SEL TOTAL TRANSACTIONS 52,986 52,246 -1%

L.. COMPUTER-ASSISTED REFERENCE
3ERVICE

SEARCHES 395 450 14%
READY REFERENCE SEARCHES 156g

C COURSE-RELATED INSTRUCTION

COURSES 23 17 -26%
SESSIONS 65 86 32%
STUDENTS ATTENDING 1,405 1,391 -1%

Q OTHER UNIVERSITY-RELATED
LIBRARY JNSTRUCTIOR (Includes
presentations to Faculty)

SESSIONS 21 10 -52%
ATTENDING 198 187 -6%



L INTERLIBRARY LOAN REOUESTS
PROCESSED

SENT TO ILL 910 685 -25%

181/82 Statistics did not include LSP transactions; 82/83 include LSP
rans actions.
JULY-DEC. (379) This figure includes transactions involving LSP staff.
anuary-June (161) is SEL staff only.
Beginning February 1983 a new definition of "reference" and "directional"
transactions was established by the UA Library Public Service Group; prior
to adoption of this policy SEL interpreted more questions as directional.
This accounts for some of the "reference transaction" increase and
"directional" decrease.
4Ready Reference Searching, at the Reference Desk, was begun anuary 25, 1983.



SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY
COLLECTION STATISTICS

'After withdrawals and transfers.
2Withdrawals reflect 1.) Climatological pata (by state) replacement of
paper copies by microfiche and A.) withdrawal of about 500 cataloged and
575 uncataloged volumes and B.) transfer of approximately 800 volumes to
ocuments, Main Library; 2.) Withdrawal of 5,667 paper copies of NACA

2'echnical M.moranda and Technical Notes which are duplicated in our
icrofiche collection.
Corrected 81/82 based on count of CPMR Title File.

h1. COLLECTION SIZE 81/82
ADDED
82/83 82/83 CBANG

MONOGRAPHS/SERIALS
(BOUND VOLUMES) 325,7761 19,081 343,7101 6%
VOLUMES WITHDRAWN (1,147)2

MICROFORMS 844,164 99,270 943,434 12%
MICROCARDS 86,000 0 86,000 0%
MICROFILM 5,627 220 5,847 4%
MICROFICHE (CPMR) 752,537 99,050 851,587 13%

(CATALOGED] E 39,907] E 8,018] [ 47,925] 20%
[DOE] [439,936] (37,993] (477,929] 9%
[NTIS] (162,860] [43,401] [206,261] 27%
[NACA] E 14,500] E 0] E 14,500] 0%
(NASA] E 87,877] E 5,017] E 92,894] 6%
[GPO] E 7,457] ( 4,621] E 12,078] 62%

DOCUMENTS 29,357 750 24,431 -20%
DOCUMENTS WITHDRAWN & ( 6,676)2
TRANSFERS TO DOCS MAIN

PAMPHLET PILE 1,718 0 1,718 0%

TOTAL ITEMS 1,201,015 119,101 1,312,293 9%
TOTAL WITHDRAWALS 82/83 ( 7,823)

TOTAL TITLES IN SEL
(MONOGRAPHS/SERIALS) 139,806 7,989 147,689 6%
TITLES WITHDRAWN ( 106)

PERIODICAL TITLES 3,914 194 4,036 3%
IN CPMR
TITLES WITHDRAWN 72)



SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY

Collection growth statistics indicate the amount of processing done by
staff and the % change should indicate increasing or decreasing rate of
science acquisitions.

ß COLLECTION GROWTHt 81/82 82/83 %CHANGE

MONOGRAPH/SERIALS
BOUND VOLUMES ADDED-- 20,955 19,081 -9%

MICROFORI1S ADDED 107,094 99,270 -7%
MICROCARDS O O O

MICROFILM 784 220 -72%
MICROFICHE (CPMR) 106,310 99,050 -7%

[CATALOGED] E 10,344] E 8,018] -22%
[DOE] E 32,533] [37,993] +17%
[NTIS] t 57,113] (43,401] -24%
[NACA] E 0] E 0] 0
[NASA] [ 3,780] E 5,017] +33%
[GPO] E 2,540] E 4,621] +82%

DOCUMENTS ADDED 2,516 750 -70%

PAMPHLET FILE O O O

TOTAL ITEMS ADDED 130,565 119,101 -9%

TOTAL WITHDRAWALS ( 5) C 7,823) +1564%

NET GROWTH (ITEMS ADDED) 130,560 111,278 -15%



'Corrected figure from 81/82 Annual
2Projected annual estimate based on
3Reshelving for CPMR and Referenc

Docs. reshelving is based on a

SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY
USE STATISTICS

Report.
nine months data.
e is based on sample day counts. Goy.
weekly count.

$ICROFORMS (CPMR IN-ROOM 81/82 82/83 %CHANGE
USE CIRCULATION)

MICROFILM 4,099 4,066 -.01%
MICROCARDS 15 32 113%
MICROFICHE 4,623 3,143 -32%
[AEC/ ERDA/DOE] [2,031] [1,115] -45%
[NASA] [1,274] 1 494] -61%
[NTIS] E 868] [1,067] 23%
[OTHER-CATALOGED & GPO] ( 450] E 467] 4%

TOTAL MICROFORM IN-ROOM USE
AND CIRCULATION 8,737 7,241 -17%

CURRENT PERIODICALS (CPMR)

CIRCULATION TO PHOTOCOPY 5,2851 4,778 -10%
RESHELVING (IN-ROOM USE)3 74,4202 73,386 -1%

TOTAL PERIODICALS USE 79,705 78,164 -2%

REFERENCE SOURCES

RESHELVING3 42,5442 40,477 -5%

P.1 DOCUMENTS

RESHELVING3 1,3562 932 -31%
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SUMMARY

The 1982/1983 fiscal year was characterized by increased patron
usage, several outstanding acquisitions, development of a guide to
Arizona Documents and expansion of the use of the LC classification
to include all Arizona printed materials except pamphlets, state
documents and University archival materials. Budgetary cutbacks
eliminated rare book purchases after October 1. Acquisition of a
10,000 volume detective fiction collection and the addition of several
large manuscript collections has essentially eliminated any
significant areas of "open spac&' in the Special Collections stack
area. Since January 1 the Catalog Department has processed much of
the S/C 050 backlog and introduced a priority concept into original
cataloging through which much significant research material has been
processed. For budgetary reasons the Special Collections cataloger
position and the Library Assistant III (manuscripts processor) position
were left unfilled.

Departmental statistics show a continued increase in patron use,
especially undergraduate use of current Arizona materials (state,
county, municipal documents; regional nm-fiction). Archival materials
processed in anticipation of research associated with the forthcoming
University Centennial have been used throughout the year.

The outstanding acquisitions of this fiscal year included a number
of additions to our Restoration Drama collection. However, in the
context of budgetary constraints the most important acquisitions came
through gift. The Friends of the University of Arizona Library
purchased Arizona's first brand book, the Brand Book of the Yavapai
Co. Stock Growers' Association (1885), Jesse W. Fewkes' Hopi Katcinas
Drawn by Native Artists and a scarce edition of J. Ross Browne's
Adventures in the Apache Country. An anonymous donor provided the
necessary funds to obtain a manuscript collection relating to early
irrigation and mining technology in Arizona. The Harold Bell Wright
papers, a photographic archive of the work of David Lee Guss,
additions to the Morris Udall and Thomas Wood Stevens collections
were among the most significant gifts of manuscript materials.

The processing of a number of manuscript collections was among
departmental highlights. Included were the scrapbooks of Loring
Campbell and four 18th century Spanish missionary letters processed
by David Robrock. Phyllis Ball processed eight collections, the most
notable were: Emil Larson Papers (Border Athletic Conferen, etc.),
UA Class Records, 1892-1915, UA College of Agriculture "Brazil Project,"
I. Myrland Papers (Nursery Schools), Saturday Morning Musical Club
Records, 1909-1971. Nearly 150 pamphlets were added to the Arizona
collection and 200 were added to the General Pamphlet Files. Over 1100
photographs were added (Ball). A number of staff contributed to the
S/C exhibit calendar: "Women at the UA" (Reid), "Tucson Transit" (McKay),
"Conquest of Apacheria" (Robrock), "Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts
in Facsimile" (Hieb), "Five Southwestern Novelists" (Hieb/Grigsby),
"The Puebloan Southwest" (Hieb/Howell), "William Morris and the Kelmscott
Press" (Hieb) in addition to two traveling exhibits. After a brief
interruption the "Scrapbook" series was resumed (Ball), lectures were
given to the Westerners, Southwest Studies, Library Science, Studio
Art, Architecture, etc. (Hieb) and an article was published in Arizona
and the West (Robrock).



MAJOR STRENGHTS

Special Collections has three major strengths--collections, staff

and an active concern for conservation--which contribute to a fourth--

service.

In the past we have called attention to the generous support

Special Collections has received in developing its Southwestern and

rare book collections. As noted, budgetary constraints reduced rare

book purchases so that no systematic development could occur in that

area. While the Friends of the University of Arizona Library purchased

several attractive items for the Arizona collection, it is to be noted

that very little rare Southwestern Miericana was on the market this

year. Had it been, our sense of loss or lack could be great indeed.

The Special Collections staff--individually--represent a broad

range of library expertise. Working together in teams, they proved

to be effective in dealing with R&R projects (almost eliminating

the 'locked cage" backlog), shifting, planning (equipment needs and

use of space) and in processing manuscripts and photographs. Particular

note should be made again of Lynn Cresson's responsive and responsible

dealitq with a wide range of cataloging problems and patron requests
and for her supervision of student assistants. She developed a Merle
Annitage bibliographnd "want list" and promptly processed a large

collection of movie scripts. Dorothy Howell developed a special file

for MFA papers, a guide to the Spanish drama collection--"La Farsa,"

and continued to streamline the processing of serials. David Robrock

provided steady reference service during peak hours and responded to

most of the mail requests for reference assistance. Mary O'Neill has

been a tactful strategist in handling a steady flow of directional

questions in person and on the telephone and highly effecient in

plating, filing, backlogging and--when the need arose--in assuming

the duties of reference librarian. Louis Hieb's development of a

guide to Arizona Documents led to a subsequent discussion and

recommendation that a core collection of state documents with full

time professional assistance be developed elsewhere in the Library.

In sum, all of the staff contributed to the development of tools

which enhanced access to materials located in Special Collections.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

While the major limitation of previous years--the Arizona backlog
--continues to represent th major public and technical services
"problemtt, significant progress was being made by year's end in
processing these materials.

For the 1982/1983 fiscal year the position of Special Collections
cataloger was not filled. Clint Colby retired after nearly 25 years
of service to the library, much of that in Special Collections. Joe
Park, once a Special Collections staff member, also retired but not
before clearing up a long history of microfilm mysteries for S/C.
During the springJohn McKay joined the S/C staff on a half-time
assignment and provided reference assistance, an exhibit and assistance
with the mystery fiction collection. Student wages saw no budgeted

increase. These various situations represent a loss in expertise
and a loss in hours for reference assistance and shelving. The
redefinition of the catalog position and the restructuring of many
aspects of processing in the Catalog Department has transfoned a
problem" into a positive gain for Special Collections. However, the
budgeted level of student assistance continuesforce professional and career
staff to assume tasks which are easily done by students.

The situation regarding manuscript processing is more complex.
The cgring manuscript backlog compounded by the reduction in staff
in processing manuscript materials may be regarded as the major
limitation confronting S/C at present. Early in the spring over 200
boxes of unprocessed manuscript materials were located on floors in the
stacks and offices. Since then over 50 boxes of additional materials
have arrived. Preliminary weeding and repacking helps to reduce the
quantify to be stored. However, even if the 143 additional shelves
needed in the Oversize ranges are acquired, the storage (and processing)
of manuscript materials represents a growing problem. At the present
rate of processing, this backlog represents nearly 50 years in
potential staff processing time. Given restrictions some of these
materials might be stored elsewhere and given the practical realities
of staffing perhaps much of it should be. Alternatively, some of the

seldom or never used collections which have already been processed
might be stored elsewhere in the library. Other levels of processing
should be considered.to reduce quantity and increase access. For the
past several years, Phyllis Ball has primarily processed University
archival materialsand Clint Colby processed new acquisitions in
creative writing. Backlogs exist in both of these areas and little
has or can be done with the many other Southwestern manuscripts in
the backlog.

However unique these manuscript materials may be, an ever greater
need--defined in terms of the University's curriculum and research
interests--exists in providing fuller access to the state and local
documents located in Special Collections and the Main Library.

At present, there are seven positions assigned to Special Collections.
However, as Clint Colby's retirement made apparent, the loss of any
position is to reduce reference assistance to four positions, an
extremely difficult scheduling situation given demands on the department
Head.



FUTURE PLANS

Collection Development. Special Collections will continue to
define its areas of interest and plan for their development in
response to the research interests of the University and the State
of Arizona. A Collection Development Policy was completed in 1982
and has proven to be a helpful, general guide. A more practical
and canprehensive plan for the acquisition of state and local documents
will be established.

Accessibility. With the various modifications in staff
deployment and proceedures in the Catalog Department and in the
in-house processing of various pamphlet collections a major public
service need will bernet. Special Collections will continue to
develop tools (special files, inventories) to increase points of
access to materials already located here. At the same time, all new
materials added to our collections on OCLC will also be included in
the GEAC data base and plans are being made to input the S/C
backlog into GEAC as well.

Conservation. The University of Arizona Library has the only
adquate temperature/humidity/lighting ciantrolled stack area in any
major educational or research facility in the state. Special
Collections staff will continue to identify books which require repair
or restoration and have the necessary work accomplished. Reversable
conservation techniques will be used on maps and photographs.
Consideration is being given to developing a photocopy access to
much used files of photocopies. Several major microfilming
projects are under consideration to reduce the bult and
deteriorating condition of large but lci research potential manuscript
collections.

Promotion. The staff of Special Collections will continue to
promote the knowledgeand use of Special Collections through lectures,
exhibits, publications and communication with faculty, especially
in English, History, Art History, Studio Art and Library Science.
In various ways, Special Collections cooperates/communicates with
the Arizona State Museum Library, Arizona Heritage Center Library,
Tucson Public Library and the Special Collections departments at
ASU and NAU in enhancing the use and development of our research
collections. We expect Special Collections to paly a central role
in the research and curriculum of the Southwest Studies Program.
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1. SUMMARY

AUTOMATION: Activity continued throughout the year with Tucson Public
Library i-o explore the feasibility of a Joint online catalog,
circulation and inventory control system. lt was recently decided
that the joint venture was not possible, but the data and information
obtained during the process will be of use to the University Library
as it plans for its online catalog. The automated systems activities
have expanded throughout the library system especially with
departments making use of word processing capabilities.

BUDGET CUTS: The University-mandated budget cuts had a serious Impact
on the Technical Services Departments, mainly on the Acquisitions
Budget that was cut by $750,000 but also ¡n the delay In filling
positions. In addition, the lack of student wages money for most of
the year forced a slow-down in several areas.

PROJECTS AND CHANGES: Some significant projects and changes that took
place during the year were: 1) reviewing the backlog, 2) entering
more data on GEAC, especial ly in the area of bound serials and new
materials not yet cataloged, 3) distributing the cataloging of
Special Collections materials throughout the Catalog Department
depending upon the type of copy and subject areas, 4) cancelling
orders for outstanding materials in order to place money back into the
Acquisitions budget, 5) reviewing serial and newspaper materials in
preparation of possible cancellations next year, 6) training of staff
throughout the Library system to use GEAC as GEAC terminals were
placed in all departments, 7) Implementing the business card and the
proxy card policies within the Loan Department, 8) producing the
acquisitions I Ist from the GEAC system, 9) acquiring the Kurzweil
Reading Machine and training staff to utilize this equipment, and 10)
continuing work on i-he Lyle Wright American Fiction Cooperative
Cataloging project.

STAFF: Prior to the University's slow-down in filling positions,
several professional and key career staff positions were filled this
year. Ellen Waite, Head of the Catalog Department, arrived in
January; Tom Marshall, Latin American Cataloger, joined the staff in
July; and Dona Straley, Near Eastern Cataloger, and Mary Stout,
Serials Cataloger, joined the staff ¡n September. Susan Harris was
selected to fill the Head of Pre-Catalog Section. We have also had
several resignations and retirements during the year. Wayne Mullin,
Head of the Loan Department, Sylvia Geiger, Head of the Maintenance
Team In the Catalog Department, and Nancy Palmer, Science Acquisitions
Librarian, will be resigning at the end of this fiscal year. Anne
Ross, Music Cataloger, Joe Park, Microforms Librarian, and Doris
Burges, Head of the Reserve Book Room in SEL are retiring this year.
Mary Beth Tucker, Assistant Head of the Loan Department, retired
earlier in the year. Due to a change in the procedure for cataloging
Special Collections materials, that position has been changed to a
Science! Social Science Cataloger position and recruiting is underway.



2. STRENGTHS

In view of the budget cuts, the delay in fil I Ing positions, the lack
of student wages money during the first part of the year and no merit
increases, the staff was exceptIonal ly cooperative ¡n working together
for the Library and providing high quality service. Because of the
sudden budget cuts and uncertainty, the staff scored very high on
crisis planning. The University Administration must be acknowledged
for approving positions to be filled In the Library even though there
were delays ¡n filling positions.

The Acquisitions Department was faced with the greatest problem when,
in October, $750,000 was removed from the State budget. Under the
leadership of the Acquisitions Department Head, Elaine Livermore, the
staff immediately went to work on cancel lation of outstanding orders
¡n order to have a little money in the budget for faculty requests.
The staff remained together during the work slow-down and managed to
work on several special projects.

Although the acquisitions budget cut did not directly Involve the
cancellation of serials, the flexibility of funds did not exist and
this involved careful monitoring of the budget by John Pitcher,
Head of the Serials Department. Because funds for acquisitions will
probably not Increase next year, the staff of the Serials Department
worked on Identifying possible areas for cancellation for next year.
The Binding Budget was carefully reviewed and guidelines were
established for each department Identifying the amount of materials
that could be bound. This was carefully monitored by Susan Beardsley,
Head of the Binding Section.

The Catalog Department may have benefited from the acquisitions budget
cut as less materials entered the Catalog Department from
Acquisitions. This allowed the new Head of the Catalog Department,
Ellen Waite, a little time to look at some major reorganizations
within the Department.

Wayne Mul lin, Head of the Loan Department, did an excellent job In
shifting staff and setting priorities for the department. Because the
Loan Department relies heavily on students for shelving and stack
maintenance, the cut in work study money during the first part of the
year meant that the staff faced many changes. Don Baker, Stack
Supervisor, did an outstanding Job ¡n this area. Also, under the
guidance of Tom Owens, Computer Operator, programs were written in-
house to interface with the circulation system in order to provide
better reports and to provide an acquisitions I Ist that was sold to
Interested faculty and departments.

All departments worked very hard in order to keep service levels high
even though the delay in fill Ing positions was felt by all
departments.



3. MAJOR WEAKNESSES

Major weaknesses focused around the budget cuts and lack of staff.
The decrease in the Acquisitions budget severely limited the filling
of faculty requests throughout the year and had an impact on the
amount of material that could be bound during the year. The delay in
filling positions had an impact on all of the departments in their
workflow and activities. The irregularity in the allocation of
student wages money, mainly work study money, made it very difficult
to plan wIthin the departments. The lack of merit money and money to
upgrade positions had a negative effect on staff morale.

A major weakness is the lack of staff to carry out the planning
process for the library. lt became very apparent this year, that a
great deal of change is a reaction to a crisis and not a real
examination of the goals and objectives of the Technical Services
Departments. A major change can take place in this area with the
planning for the online catalog.

As in previous years, there is not enough staff to accomplish what is
needed. There are activities within Technical Services that are
recognized as a need, but there are no activities 1-hat can be
discontinued in order to get the staff and money to implement a new
program. One such area is the restoration and preservation of
materials. The problem exists and is dealt with inadequately.

Although there was a slow-down in the amount of materials coming from
the Acquisitions Department to the Catalog Department because of the
budget cut, the Catalog Department still has more than 100,000 items
in the backlog. These items tend to be the most difficult and time-
consuming and need original cataloging. There is a process now to
review the backlog and identify items needing priority cataloging.

The Serials Department felt the staff shortage this year because
previous grant positions were no longer available. Any change in
location, reclassification, or the bibliographic record is always more
complex with serials as it involves the changing of many records and
the handling of many pieces. The automation of serials control would
have great Impact on the library and patrons as a whole.

Because of the sudden budget cut that affected the activities of the
Acquisitions Department and the uncertainty of filling vacant
positions, It was difficult to provide any type of meaningful planning
for the Acquisitions Department staff. lt was frustrating for me and
I am certain that it was frustrating for them.

The Loan Department severely curtailed some activities because of the
lack of student wages money during most of the year. This created a
"Catch-22't situation in that students are relied upon heavily for
shelving material and stack maintenance, If these are not maintained
at a high level, then patrons can not find materials and more search
requests are submitted to the Loan Department. The success rate in
searching is low because the materials are not shelved and the stacks
are not maintained.



4. FUTURE PLANS

The coordination of the Lyle Wright American Fiction cooperative
cataloging project, the planning for the online catalog and re-
organization, and the filling of positions will take place during the
next year.

COOPERATIVE CATALOGING PROJECT: The cooperative cataloging of the
Lyle Wright American Fiction Series with 13 other university libraries
is now well underway. The input standards were accepted and
procedures established, copies of the cards were distributed, film was
distributed to those institutions without film, and cataloging
problems were coordinated. The main emphasis for this next year will
be with solving problems as more records are entered in-I-o OCLC, and
the coordination of requests going to OCLC in order to implement the
local profiles and to have the updated records displayed for all other
OCLC users.

ONLINE CATALOG ACTIVITIES: The planning for the online catalog will be
a major priority next year working from the Final Report of the
Working Group on Library Automation and Information Storage,
Retrieval, and Access. Planning activities have already started. A
questionnaire was analyzed that had been distributed to all staff at
TPL and the UA Library. Although the libraries are very different, the
results of the questionnaire were very similar from both systems. The
questionnaire provided information about some basic functions for an
onl me catalog, information about what the staff knew about onl me
catalogs, and allowed for the staff to express real concerns and
fears. A second vendor survey done during the year showed that there
was limited change in the vendor marketplace since the first survey.
Recently, a demonstration was held of the GEAC online catalog system.
With the assistance of the Media Center lt was possible to view the
demonstration on three separate monitors and more than 100 staff
attended one of several presentations. These planning activities
will continue next year as it is now the intention to have an RFP
prepared by the end of next year. This will be a challenge to focus
staff activities to define specifications for an online catalog,
acquisitions, serials control, and circulation system. It will
involve staff from throughout the library and It will mean that staff
must look at library activities rather than departmental activities.

REORGANIZATION AND STAFFING: With the new Head of the Catalog
Department, several areas are being analyzed and reviewed with the
concept that an online catalog will be implemented in the Library
within three to four years. All Technical Services Department staff
will need to identify activities that will be handled through
automation, what that will mean to the reorganization of Departments
and what activities will cross departmental lines. With the
retirement of Joe Park, Mary Anne Mayhew, Head of CPNM, will assume
the responsibilities of the microforms area. With the retirement of
Doris Burges, Jeannie Voyles will assume the responsibility of the
management of both Reserve Book Rooms. There are currently six
professional positions within Technical Services, including one
department head, that will be recruited for during the next year.
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Summary

In early October, the Acquisitions Department was informed that $750,000
would be removed from the state funding for library materials. The decrease
would come exclusively from the monographs budget so that periodical and serial
subscriptions would not be interrupted. Early budget projections indicated
that outstanding commitments exceeded the remaining funds by approximately
$105,000. As a result, all binding ceased and only orders needed for Reserve
Book Rooms were issued. Staff in the Acquisitions Department reviewed outstand-
Ing orders and cancelled all domestic orders more than six months old and all
foreign orders more than twelve months old. This measure resulted in the can-
cellation of some 3,500 orders totaling almost $114,000. A decision was made
that we would not immediately cancel any approval plans but would evaluate re-
ceipts more carefully with a view to returning a minimum of ten percent of each
invoice total.

In early November, the Acquisitions Department was told that through an internal
rebudgeting of non-state funds, an additional $130,000 could be provided to the
Acquisitions Department. The increase allowed the Department to restore the
bindery budget and begin selective ordering. In order to respond to needs on a
priority basis, guidelines were developed for purchasing the most important
materials. Purchases were limited to material needed for reference and current
research, inexpensive English and foreign material not received via approval
plans, and replacements for lost, damaged and mutilated materials.

With normal activities in the Department curtailed, a series of projects were
undertaken. The project requiring the most time and staff effort was the Library
User Survey conducted during the Spring semester in both the Science-Engineering
Library and the Main Library. Designed to monitor the use of the Library by
individuals funded by grant money, the time expended by Acquisitions personnel,
some 265 hours, has proved well worth the effort as the funding from research
overhead should increase as a result of the rewarding data obtained.

In addition to the User Survey, members of the Department were assigned special
tasks that had been neglected because of the pressure of other duties. Projects
completed or well underway include: processing four major collections (detective
fiction, educational administration, W. Eugene Smith books, and Argentine pamphlets),
replacing all "missing pages" requests, organizing and updating exchange agreements
and records, revising and writing new departmental procedure manuals, identifying
and assigning purchase order numbers to standing orders that lacked these reference
numbers, preparing a listing of Latin American duplicates for a bid sale, and
systematically reviewing the Dewey collection to identify materials to be rebound
or withdrawn.

The sudden and unexpected cut in the materials budget has had a disastrous effect
on morale in the Department and it is only in the last two months that the situa-
tion has improved. Fortunately, no staff was lost and we were able to remain busy
through a combination of special projects and normal acquisitions activity. The
Acquisitions staff will be pleased to see an end to this fiscal year and we all
look forward to a brighter future next fiscal year.



Strengths

The collection continues to be our greatest strength and source of pride though
this has not been a satisfying year for those of us dedicated to the growth and
enrichment of the collection. By the third quarter of this fiscal year acqui-
sitions receipts had dropped more than 50% from the third quarter of last year
and by year's end are expected to be some 10,000 to 15,000 items short of last
years acquisitions.

Despite limited funding, some gains were made in strengthing our holdings to
support the growing program in Medieval and Renaissance Studies, in French

-

and Italian literatures, and with the help of our Reference Librarians, in
improving our acquisition of current conference proceedings.

Gifts to the collection are always important and particularly welcome this year.
Notable gifts include: a collection of first editions by Dorothy M. Richardson:
a very large and important collection of material on all aspects of higher
education and educational administration; a collection of 142 television screen
plays in typescript; a collection of black studies material; important additions
to our arid lands holdings; and a collection of books by and about Honore Balzac.
We also received the large collection of books and journals held in the Computer
Science Library when that collection was dismantled.



Limitations

Limitations are essentially unchanged from the previous year. Selection of
materials continues to be the most serious problem. Because of the emphasis
on retrospective purchases, Acquisitions Librarians are spending increasing
amounts of time on book selection, yet areas remain without adequate coverage.
The Social Sciences continues to be the most serious problem, particularly
business and economics. In addition, the department is unable to respond to
the pressures for acquisitions in new program areas.

Funding for student assistants is becoming a critical problem which has been
compounded by problems posed by the work study program. Fewer work study
students were available for employment in fall of 1982, and those that were
hired had smaller awards and were not allowed to work on state funds once the
award amount was exhausted. Because we are spending more money for the same
number of student hours, and are spending more time training new employees
to replace work study students who have exhausted their funding, we are no
longer able to search book requests in a timely fashion. At the same time,
though requests for material are increasing, fewer book request forms are
being utilized by Campus departments. This forces Acquisitions to divert
searching time to typing book requests. When bibliographic searching falls
behind, all other operations within the Department quickly experience the
effects of the searching lag.

Preservation of the existing collection is an increasing problem. We should
be devoting a substantial amount of time to the preservation and restoration
of materials instead of the small amount of time and funding that we are
currently devoting to this area. We are, however, continuing to identify and
treat a modest number of fragile and damaged books as they come to our atten-
tion. This year 669 titles were evaluated for repair, replacement or withdrawal
andreceíved the following treatment: 293 (43%) of the titles were designated
for minor repair and rebinding; 143 (21%) were withdrawn; 133 (19%) were re-
placed with similar or identical editions; 100 (17%) are being searched in the
antiquarian market and if not located will be re-evaluated for possible with-
drawal, microfilming, xeroxing, or restoration. Ideally, we should have addi-
tional funding for staff and equipment to microfilm, rebind, deacidify or
encapsulate worn and fragile items, as needed, in house.

Gifts and Exchanges remains another problem area. Gifts have declined overall
in the past few years and we are now able to keep current in this area, but
exchanges continue to deteriorate. Although we have been able to devote some
attention to exchanges this fiscal year, much work remains to be done. This
is a serious problem because so much valuable material is available only
through exchange. Another aspect of the problem is the acquisition of Arizona
material. Acquiring state documents on a systemic basis is a difficult and
tedious task; it requires effort and patience - it is not getting the attention
it deserves.



Future Plans

Implement the automated accounting system recently purchased to replace
our current manual system.

Establish blanket order plans with Colombia and Paraguay and continue
our review of existing Latin American approval plans.

Find a more satisfactory mechanism for acquiring current French imprints.

Explore the possibility of creating a computer printout of our terminal
set standing orders.

Revise and update procedure manuals for the bibliographic and typing sections.



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

ANNUAL STATISTICS

1981-82

Books

1982-83

Books

Firm orders 37,8246 Firm orders 27,059
Adds 3,738 Adds
Approval ApprovalB&T 8,983 B & T 7,312

Blackwell 1,737 Blackwell 2,787
Harrass.. 1,2417

Classed indep. 24,759 Classed indep. 24,156

SUBTOTAL 57,063 SUBTOTAL 246,925

Micro fo rms Microforms

Microfiche 18,035 Microfiche 7,2419
Microfilm 1,515 Micro film 1,0249

SUBTOTAL 19,550 SUBTOTAL 8,2468

Media Media

FilmstripS 3 Filmstrips 8
Discs 2499 Discs 32424

Games & kits 185 Games & kits 71
Slides 1,2412 Slides 2,657
Cassettes/tapes 858 Cassettes/tapes 2l4
Videocassettes 63 Videoc as s et t es 62

SUBTOTAL 3,020 SUBTOTAL 3,356

Maps 613 Map s 1,057
Scores 2,111 Scores 1, 2324
PL-1180 PL-2480

Western 1,858 Western 1,162
Non-Western 726 Non-Western 3,1924

Oriental Studies 5, 5240 Oriental Studies 1,873

GRAND TOTAL 90,2481 GRAND TOTAL 67,269



State Funds

Books
Serials

Total State Funds

Special Grants

Gifts and Memorials

CONSOLIDATED EXPENDITURE STATISTICS

1982/83

$ 629,006.o
1,331,672.28

$1,960,678.68

93'1,863.27

13,190.82

Total Expenditures $2,908,732.77



EXPENDITURES BY LIBRARY' ALLOCATIONS

(State Budgeted Funds)

Fund Allocation Spent

Business/Economics
Documents

$ 8,903.00
2,225.00

$ 14,995.10

2,182.95
Education 14,L151.00 2,036.88
Fine Arts 37,8141.00 27,297.39
Geography/Anthropology 13,355.00 15,621.36
History
Library Science

44,5l9.O0
5,3111.00

36,352.32
14,0611.81

Literature (English) 33,389.00 51,2112.92
Literature (Foreign) 35,615.00 30,138.05
Maps 5,786.00 5,621.17
Media - AV 16,6914.00 9,177.03
Media - Books 2, 14)4 5. 00 2,03)1.58
Music 1)4,690.00 13,813.90
National Technical Info. Serv. 16,6914.00 30,000.00
Oriental Studies Collection 25,821.00 20,14)48.314
Philosophy/Psychology/Religion 22,259.00 20,805.77
Photography 3,561.00 8,675.29
Political Science/Law 6,676.00 2,961.06
Reference/Bibliography 11,129.00 9,6014.147
Science/Technology 147,301.00 141,6)19.214
Sociology 6,677.00 3,286.85
Special Collections - Arizona 22,259.00 214,695.15
Special Collections - Rare
General Rare

22,259.00
8,792.00

23,9)49.05
1)4,14142.50

Periodicals 971,1400.00 921,812.1)4
Serials 260,000.00 280,5)40.89
Backfiles 90,000.00 123,1122.71
Replacements 8,600.00 5,896.5)4
Book Continuations 180,000.00 179,1125.211
Recurring Charges
Mi croforms

22,259.00
9,1459.00

25,057.6)4
19,1427. 314

Total State Funds $1, 960 , 1400 . 00 $1,960,678.68



SPECIAL GRANTS

Fund Allocation Spent

Auxiliary I (1126797) $655,396.00 $655,6L13.29

Auxiliary II (1471087) 260,603.00 260,7140.69

Arid Lands Grant (8146977) 10,2514.57 10,2514.57

United States Office
of Education Grant (8501439) 8140.00 839.314

Asset Disposal (Booksale) (6801414!!) 6,1463.99 6,1462.27

Book Replacement Fund (209863) 1,773.10 923.11
Total $935,330.66 $9314,863.27



*Made up of donations from the Alumni Foundation and small gifts.

GIFTS AND MEMORIALS

Fund Allocation Spent

Hattich Memorial (302)192) $ 1,331.78 $ 986.13

piekrell Memorial (302)170) 1)13.09 23.75

Sullivan Memorial (311551) 14,275.14)4 3,835.85

Lamb Memorial (3)4011)4) 1,389.97 -
*Revolving Fund (3021492) 16,962.27 8,3)45.09

Total $214,102.55 $13,190.82
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I. SUP44ARY OF ACTIVITY

Although the Department is still feel ¡ng the impact of AACR2 on its
production, the Departments statistics for the first three quarters
indicate that more titles are being processed than in 1981/82. Now in
its third year with AACR2, the Department has not felt the predicted
drop in the number of headings that need authority work. The newest
section in the Department, the Maintenance Team continues to process
about 1200 authority records each month, but with the increase ¡n
production, the Team has not been able to stay current.

The Department had the following six major changes in its operations.

I. GEAC Entry of Periodicals. With the cut in the binding budget at
the end of October, the staff in the Bindery/Preparations Section had

time to start entering records for bound periodicals into GEAC.

Special Collections Cataloging. Since the Special Collections
Cataloger position remained vacant for the year, the cataloging of
Special Collections materials became a Department-wide responsibility.
All of the Subject Catalogers are now processing Special Collections
materials ¡n their subject areas. The Special Collections Copy
Cataloger was transferred to the Copy Catalog Section and her work was
defined as Special Collections 090 and Science Fiction cataloging. All

of the 050 Copy Catalogers are now trained to process 050 Special
Collections materials. The 050 Copy Catalogers were successful in
processing a large backlog of Special Collections materials.

Backlog Review. Since processing needed materials continued to be
a problem in the Department, a review of the materials in the backlog
was organized. Librarians identified materials in three categories:
I. those needing priority processing; 2. those that should be
considered for discard; 3. those which are of very low priority for
processing. The materials identified as high priority are currently
being processed by the Department. Although the method of the review
may change, this will not be the last time that materials in the
backlog will be reviewed.

Control of Materials in the Department. Starting in April, the
Department began to enter short records (author, title) into the GEAC
system for the new materials that are awaiting cataloging in the
Department. The short record should make the uncataloged materials
more accessible to the petons. In addition, the Department is also
organizing these materials in accession number order, rather than the
date-alphabetic order thai- was formerly used. Using this new system,
the Pre-Catalog Section ¡s now able to locate uncataloged materials
even faster.



5. Hebrew Cataloging. In spring, the Department hired a Library
Science graduate student to catalog Hebrew books. For budgetary
reasons, this area has been neglected in recent years. Hopeful ly, the
Department will be able to continue having student support for Hebrew
cataloging.

5. ARL Microform Project. As part of the ARL Microform Cataloging
project, the Department started to enter approximately 1000 records
into the OCLC data base for the Lyle Wright American Fiction series.
Under the direction of the Literature Cataloger, two student assistants
are working on the project.



I I. STRENGTHS

Once again the Department staff faced the growing backlog, the looming
front-log and 1-he ever changing interpretations of AACR2. The staff
also coped with the lack of funds for full staffing, reclassifications,
and merit increases. On top of this was added a new Department Head
whose favorite word was "why?" Faced with these conditions, the staff
has shown to be a high quality, hard working, good humored group.

For four months, the new Department Head worked wi-I-h each Section,
learning the workf low and the Section tasks. lt ¡s apparent that the
Department could not function without the five Section Heads who are to
be commended for their knowledge of Department operations and their
fine leadership.



Ill. LIMITATIONS

Staffing

With the delay ¡n filling vacanices ¡n the Library, it has been
difficult for the Department to stay current with its daily routines
such as fIl ¡ng, revising and processing authority records. The
Sections which were most affected by the hiring freeze were the
Typing/Filing Section and the Maintenance Team. Luckily, both Sections
have staff who have been flexible in their job assignments and the work
of the sections has continued, although at a slower pace.

The high turnover of Library Clerk lt's In the Department can be
attributed to a number of factors. Some of the LCI have received
internal promotions. A less pleasant fact Is that some of the LCI
have not been trained In skills that are needed for internal promotion.
In order to address this issue, the Department has Identif led those
skil Is which are needed ¡n the higher level positions, and Is now
working towards ensuring that each LCII has at least one of these
skills in their job descriptions.

Maintenance of the Catalog

The maintenance of the card catalog requires an extraordinary amount of
time from both the clerical and professional staff. Since the Library
will most likely have an online catalog ¡n three 1-o four years, the
Department's methods and procedures on maintaining the card catalog
need to be reconsidered. Many of the methods used to correct catalog
entries are based on the paper record and not the online record;
therefore, although the card catalog entries have been corrected, the
OCLC archival records have not. The Department Is beginning to review
its present procedures and by July 1983, it will present its proposals
on maintenance policies for the catalog to the Library administration.

Principal Cataloger

The interpretation of the cataloging code for the Subject and Copy
Catalogers results most often from crisis situations and individual
problems. The decisions that are made for these situations are often
not recorded as policy or communicated to other catalogers. The
Department lacks leadership in interpreting the cataloging code, a
training program for new Subject Catalogers, up-to-date cataloging
policy manuals, formal channels to communicate policy between the
Subject Ca-t-alogers and the Copy Ca-I-a logers, and an adequate referral
system for handling cataloging problems. To rectify this situation,
the Department is proposing 1-hat the Assistant Department Head posi-
tion, which will be vacant ¡n July, be redefined as Principal
Cataloger. The Principal Cataloger will be responsible for training
new catalogers, arbitrating cataloging questions, and, with the
Department Head, writing the cataloging manuals.



Preservation/B indi ng

Every year the Library buys a number of titles that need some type of
preservation. Every year a number of titles in the Library's
circulating collection are sent to the Catalog Department for repair or
rebinding. This year, with 1-he cut in the binding budget, fewer books
were sent out for professional binding and/or preservation. Many more
repairs were processed internally; however, the Department does not
have the staff or the equipment to do more major repairs. The result
of this dilemma is a growing number of both new and old materials
awaiting work.

If the binding budget increases next year, the staff in the
Bindery/Prepartions Section will have less time to do repairs. lt is
also expected that the Library will bind journals that were not bound
1-his year. Once again, the books which need repair will be neglected.
The library needs preservation policies. lt is hoped that during 1-his
next year a committee will address this Issue.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

Department Organization. Many of the plans for the Department were
addressed in Section III, Limitations. The plans listed under
Staffing. Maintenance .cí the Catalog, and Principal Cataloger., ali
affect the basic organization of the Department. The Department has
started to review its organization through a series of staff meetings
which focus on specific discussion topics. lt is planned that
proposais for reorganization will be made this summer.

Archival Tape Usage. The Departments OCLC cataloging and correc-
tions procedures will be reviewed. Local practices which will affect
the use of the archivai tape in the online catalog will be recorded.

Those procedures which do not upgrade or correct the OCLC records will
be examined. Changes will be made as needed. Policies and decisions,
along with past practices, will be recorded.

Policy and Procedure Manuals. Policy and procedure manuals for the
Subject Catalogers and the Copy Cataiogers will be written. Policy
manuals for other sections wIll be reviewed and upgraded as necessary.

Backlog Review and Priority Cataloging. The Department will
continue to work towards having an effective method of processing the
most needed titles. The possiblity of a priority cataloging policy
based on the subject and the language of the book, coupled with
Identif led patron interests will be investigated. The Department will
also investigate entering short records Into GEAC for titles which have
been identif led as low priority for cataloging.
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Information not available

TABLE 1.

3

Catalog Department Production: New Books

Type of
Cataloging

1981-82
Titles/Volumes

1982-83
Titles/Volumes

Percent of
Difference

OCLC Copy 37 ,48o/* 40,182/44,012 +7.2?
Cataloging

OCLC Retrospective
Copy Cataloging 988/; 514/529 -48

OCLC Original
Cataloging 1,788/* 3,920/4,421 +ll9

TOTAL OCLC
CATALOGtNG 40,2461* 43,986/48,962

In-house Card
Product ¡on

Retrospective Copy 2,7261* 2,095/2,645 23*

In-house Card
Product ¡on

Original Cataloging 771/* 1,023/2,296 +32.6

TOTAL IN-HOUSE
CATALOGING 3,497/* 3,118/4,941

TOTAL NEW BOOK
CATALOGING 43,743/51 272 47,104/53 903



* Information not available

TABLE 2.
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Catalog Department Production: New Non-Book Materials

Type of
Cataloging

1981-82
Ti ties/Volumes

1982-83
Titles/Volumes

Percent of
Difference

Analytics-

OCIC Copy
Cataloging / 1,503/1,583

Analytics-
Ret rospect i ve

Copy Cataloging /'c 80/1143

Analytics-
Original Cataloging 58/62

TOTAL ANALYTICS
CATALOGING 1,791/1,807 1,641/1,788

Microfilm
Cataloging
(Titles/Reels) 79/352 90/776 +l3.9/+l2O%

Microfiche
Catalog i ng

(Titles/Fiche) 88/6,071 117/11,862 +33?/+95°

TOTAL MICROFORM
CATALOGING
(Titles/Pieces) 167/6,1423 207/12,638 +23.9?/+96.7%



TABLE 3.

5

Filmstrips 138 52 -62

Games 20 2 -9O

Kits 11 11

Slides 61 120 +96.7?

Phonodiscs 22 14 -36

Audio-tapes O O

Audio-cassettes 55 114 +107*

Transparencies 2 2

Videorecordings 61 53 -13*

Miscellaneous
(Charts, Cards, Realia,
Slides, etc) 6 13 +116.6*

TOTAL AUDIO-VISUAL
MATERIALS CATALOGED
FOR MEDIA CENTER 376 381

Catalog Department Production: New Audio-Visual Materials

Type of
Cataloging

1981-82 1982-83 Percent of
Difference

Sound Recordings for
Music Collection

Phonod i scs

(Ti ties/Discs) 388/702 368/68] -5?/-3°

Audi o-tapes

(Titles/Reels) O 3/46

Aud ¡o-cassettes
(T i t les/Cassettes O 7/7

TOTAL SOUND RECORDINGS
CATALOGED FOR
MUSIC COLLECTION 388/702 378/801+ -2.5/+l4.5?+

Audio-visual
Materials for
Media Center
(Titles)



TABLE 4.
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Catalog Department Production: New Titles Processed for Branch Collections

Branch
Collection

1981-82 1982-83
Titles Titles

Percent of
Difference

Center for Creative
Photography 1433 579 +33.7%

Library Science
Collection 599 570 -4.8%

Media Center 454 1445 -1.9%

Juvenile Collection 1,127 543 -51.8%

Music Collection 2,687 2,627 -2%

Special Collections 1,747 3,612 +106.7%

Oriental Studies
Collection
(By language)

Arabic 468 793 +69%
Chinese 1,750 1,270 -27%
Hindi 706 392 -44°/b
Japanese 648 523 -25.9%
Panjabi 223 61 -72.6%
Persian 107 110 +8%
Turkish 94 17
Urdu 407 353 -13%
Other 40 25 -37.5%

TOTAL 4,443 3,5414 -20%

TOTAL TITLES
PROCESSED FOR
BRANCH COLLECTIONS 11,490 11,920 +3.7%



TABLE 5.

Catalog Department Production: New Titles Added By LC Classification

7

Classification Number

A General works 255

B Philosophy. Psychology & Religion 3,253
C Auxiliary Sciences 299
D History of Europe, Asia, Africa & Oceania 3,133
E America, History of the United States 81+0

F History of the United States (local); Latin America 2,181+

G (except GB-GC) Geography; Anthropogeography; Folklore 814

GB-GC Physical Geography and Oceanography 192

H-HJ Economics 3,756
HM-HX Sociology 1,877
J Political Science 952

K Law 655

L Education 1,283
M Music Scores 2,165
ML-MT Music Theory 1,076
N Art 2,297
P-PA Philology (general); Classical Philology 642

PB-PH Modern Western European Languages 537
PG Slavic Languages 459
PJ-PM Asian, African, American Indian Languages 1,832
PN Literary History 928

PQ1-3999 French Literature 875

PQ4000-5999 Italian Literature 319

PQ6000-8999 Spanish Literature 1,618

PQ9000-9999 Portuguese Literature 688

PR English Literature 1,961

PS American Literature 2,199
PT German, Dutch, Scandinavian Literature 699

PZI-90 Juvenile Literature 312

Q-QE Pure Sciences 2,910
QH-QR Natural Sciences 1,789
R Medicine 1,146

S Agriculture 843
T (except TR) Technology 3,038
TR Photography 365

U-V Military and Naval Sciences 221

Zl-1l99 Library Sciences 732
Zl200- Bibliography 932

PZ2001 Science Fiction 509

Arizona Classification 639



TABLE 6.

Catalog Department Production: Other Activities

8

Type of
Act ¡vi ty

1981-82 1982-83 Percent of
Difference

Withdrawals
(Title/Volumes) 1,094/i,746 642/1,184 -39%/-32?

Added copies,
volumes 4,300 4,606

Added Microforms 4, 136 1 359 -67

Titles and
Volumes Reclassed
and Recata loged
(Ti ties/Volumes) 5,634/6,086 4,693/6,556 -i6.7?/+7.fl
No. of Authority
Records Produced 7,238 16,063 +121.9

No. of Cards
Filed ¡n the
Public Catalog 646,865 625,150 - 3o/

No. of OCLC Cards
Rece ¡ ved 597,090 656,305

No. of In-House
Cards Made 148,340 144,205 -2. 7

No. of Harvard
Yn-Ching Records
Added to GEAC 1,292 12,771 +888?



TABLE 7.

*Piece Count for No. Received; Title Count for No. Processed

9

Catalog Department Production: Comparison of Materials Received With Materials
Processed

Type of
Ma t e r i al s

No. Received No. Processed Percent of
Difference

New Books
(Volumes) 32,530 53,903 +65%

Media, Including
Sound Recordings
for Music Collection
(Pieces) 3,356 9,618 +l86?

Added Copies,
Vol urnes 4,194 4,606 +9.8%

Microforms
(Pieces) 8,468 13,997 +65%

0rienta1
Stud ies 1 873 3,544

Sco res* 1 234 2,249



Bound2

TABLE 8A.

Catalog Department Production: Bindery Statìstics**

* Information not available
*As of 1983, the statistical report for the Bindery Section will ¡nclude only
those materials which are paid for in the present fiscal year. For this reason,

this table covers July 1, 1982-May 31,1983 (li months).

Binding of journals was not recorded by most departments of branch collections

2
unitl Nov. 12, 1982.
Binding of Rush materials has an added surcharge of $2.50 per item.

10 corrected 7/83

Type of 198 1-82 19 82-83 Percent of

Binding Vol urnes Vol urnes Difference

Journals
I

General 12,172 4,1il6

CCP * 64

CPNM * 1,107

Documents 925 312

Herbarium 14

Library Science 56

Maps 8 24

OSC 342 326

Science 3,255

Serials 694

Special Collections 168 39

TOTAL 13,615 10,307

Journals Rush
Gene rai

C PNM

Documents
Science

TOTAL RUSH BOUND

TOTAL JOURNALS BOUND

j.

13,615

526

i 69

119
386

1 ,200

11,507 -15.4?



* Information not available

lì

Other (Scholarly
and Mylar
Encapsulations) 93 3 -96.7*

Semi-restorations 1,037 315 -69.6*

Restorations 51 29 -43*

Dictionaries *

Theses 890 19 -97.8*

TOTAL NUMBER OF BOOKS
BOOKS BOUND 13,394 8,394 -37.3*

TOTAL NUMBER OF
BOOKS AND JOURNALS
BOUND 27,009 19,901 -26*

TABLE 8B.

Catalog Department Production:
*

Bindery Statistics
*

Type of 1981-82 1982-83 Percent of
Binding Volumes Volumes Difference

Books (Class A) 7,280 6,129

Books Rush Bound 117

TOTAL BOOKS BOUND 7,280 6,246

Plastic Bound Books 3,430 1,450 -57.7*

Special Treatment

Music 296 293

Atlases 13 25

Special Collections
Newspapers 9 11 +22*
Clamshells lI 1 -90.9*
Wrap-arounds and
Special Cases 284 1 -99.6*



TABLE 9.

12

Catalog Department Production: Book Preparation Statistics

Type of 1981-82 1982-83 Percent of
Activity Difference

Repairs
Old Books 2,058 2,957
New Books 761 733

Miscellaneous
Pam-binders 3,861 4,618 +l9,6
Signs 20 26 +300/o

Cut Pages 434 959 +12O.9?

New Books Needing
Special Processing

Music Collection
Folders 1,210 1,050
Pam-binders 1,030 613 -40.14%
As-Is 502 613 +22%
Envelopes 42 8 -80.9%
Records 675 792 +17%
Tapes and cassettes 3 53 166.6%

Special Collections
and CCP Archives

Paper Jackets 276 624 +126%
Plastic Jackets 1477 815 +70.8%
Flags 803
Pam-binders 332

Specil Lettering 926 197 -78.7%

TOTAL NUMBER OF BOOKS
RECEIVING SPECIAL
PROCESSING 5,141 5,900 +14.7%

Microfilm Processed 4,075 3,010 -26%
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I. SUMMARY

The past year in some ways has been a routine one for staff
in the Loan Department and yet we have all experienced change,
which is not unusual.

Administration: In September, 1982 the Head Loan Librarian began
working two hours daily on the reference desk in the Central
Reference Department. This move was made with general acceptance
from staff in the Loan Department. As the year closes, the
Department faces two vacancies of importance. The Supervisor
of the Science Reserve Book Room, Doris Burges, is retiring
effective June 24th. Additionally the Head Loan Librarian is
leaving June 23rd to take a position elsewhere.

Geac: It has been a year in which we have worked with staff
in other Library Departments training them in the use of the
online circulation system. The following career staff in
Loan were responsible for training: Marlene Alegria, Serials;
Don Baker, Acquisitions and CCP; Jeanne Voyles, Library Science
and Media; and Mary Springer, Maps.

In January Loan Department Computer Room staff began producing
a list of new accessions from a locally developed program for
over twenty subscribers. Loan is responsible for maintaining
the subscription list and for the monthly production and mailing
of the Library New Accessions List.

General: We saw major work completed on a Loan Desk Manual,
which now needs updating and revising, as well as the imple-
mentation of two new service policies and procedures. The
Business Card policy allows Tucson-area companies to apply
for a University Library Card in the name of the organization.
The Faculty Proxy Card policy makes proxy cards available to
University of Arizona faculty and allows research assistants
and others to check-out material for a faculty member.

SEL Study: Loan has followed with interest the major study
undertaken this past year by the Science-Engineering Library,
particularly as it related to administration of loan services
in Science-Engineering. It is fair to say, I think, that
staff are waiting with some anticipation for a resolution
of the questions addressed in the study. We hope that
discussions and/or decisions relating to administration of
loan services will occur soon.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The strength of this Department is once again to be found in
its staff, particularly in their ability to plan for and
accommodate to change. Additionally, one cannot overlook
the excellent online circulation system with which we work
daily. It enables us to do our job in the best possible
envi ronment.

I cannot fail to mention two staff by name. The Department
and indeed the Library are fortunate to have Jim Ruhi, a
student assistant, and Tom Owens, Head of Computer Operations,
working here. Each has contributed long hours and shown much
dedication to this Library in carrying out their job responsibilities.
The success of Geac is due in no small part to the efforts of
Jim and Tom.



[II. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

On many levels it is fair to say that the Loan Department once
again does not have major limitations, but in the management of
the Department's Wages Budget, I find a major problem.

The problems early in the year with the Federal Work Study
Progam funding and/or availability of students caused severe
problems in Loan, mosty in stack maintenance and searching.
We found it impossible to adequately plan for the utilization
of the budget, with 'not enough' money (that is, work study
students) in the Fall and 'too much money' in the Spring.
Clearly we need to to a better job in planning at the
Department level this coming year. To this end, we will need
to look critically at how we allocate and monitor the Wages
Budget.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

It is difficult to talk about the coming year because the
Department will have a new head in the coming months. It

is safe to say, however, that Loan will move ahead with the
implementation of Version 10 of Geac when it is available.
This major revision of the software will mean Loan will once
again be directly involved in training other Library staff in
how Geac works.

It is also clear that the Loan Desk Manual needs reworking
and should be done on the Library's word processor so that
future changes can be be more easily made.

The department faces two important vacancies as it moves
into fiscal 1983/84. The supervisor of the Science Reserve
Book Room will be vacant in late June and the Head Loan
Librarian position will also be vacant at the same time.
Both will have some impact on departmental operations.
There will be a change of reporting structure for the RBR
position with the new person reporting directly to Jeanne
Voyles, who will assume responsibilitiy for all Reserve
operations in the Department beginning June 25th.



Loan Department Circulation, Fiscal Year 1982-83

Total Circulation (Including Reserve)

Mein Science
Sumer 49712Th 21,955-

/ Includes L Includes
Fall 166,578 38,126 67,986 Ç16,O75

) Renewals J Renewals
Spring 199,641' 81,019'

Manual
Charges 1,534 5,286
TOTAL 417,465 176,246

Reserve Book Room Circulation

Main Science
Library Owned 60,678 26,793

Personal Copy 61,678 57,160

Manual Charges: Fall 1,000 558
Spring 940 769

TOTAL 123,851 85,280
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I. SUII4ARY

Staff turnover was extremely low thIs year, resulting in fewer hours
required for training and therefore more available for processing.
Two staff positions funded by the Arid Lands grant were lost when the
grant expired in October, a 12.5% decrease In career staff processing
serial and periodical material. That decrease, coupled with a four-
month vacancy in the Serials Cataloger (Recataloging &
Reclassification) position, resulted in a decrease in titles
cataloged this year. The number of volumes added to the collection,
however, i ncreased.

The $750,000 cut in the Library's acquisitions budget, although the
budget for the acquisition of serials was reduced by only $30,000,
eliminated the flexibility we have had in previous years and
necessitated an austere ordering policy until the latter part of the
fiscal year.

The Department, in cooperation with the Bindery section of the
Catalog Department, began to enter periodical volumes on GEAC after
binding. This has added substantial extra work to the duties of both
the Serials Typing section and the Bindery section. Combined with
last year's assumption of the creation of GEAC records for serial
added volumes, all material added to the collection by the Serials
Department, with the exception of unbound issues of periodicals, now
receives a record on GEAC.

A new Internal claim form was devised which, in addition to
standardizing information ori claims for the Receiving section,
provides for automatic notification of branches as to whether or not
a replacement is being ordered in the event the claiming process is
not successful.

A study to determine the length of time between receipt and check-in
of periodical issues was conducted in November of last year. The
study indicated that the average periodical issue remained in the
Department 3.26 days. An informal system of hastening the processing
of approximately 300 frequently requested titles (e.g. Time, Business
eelç, Current contents:...) was replaced. The check-in records for

those titles were removed from the 8 revo files and placed in a new,
separate file to speed the check-in of the titles. In addition,
issues of daily and weekly publications are now separated during the
initial sort and are processed before those published with less
frequency.

Utilizing the long-awaited call number sort of the University of
Arizona Union List of Serials, the Union List section has begun a

systematic comparison of the Union List and the shelflist. A
significant number of discrepancies both In bibliographic data and in
holdings will be corrected during this process. In conjunction with
this the Serials Typing section has begun a sheiflist reading project
to verify the accuracy of the shelf list holdings information. Both
of these projects will provide us with more accurate information for
input to or verification of a future machine-readable data base.



I I. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The strength of the Department is In the knowledge, dedication, and
flexibilty of Its staff. This past year has required of them a
surfeit of all three. New tasks were added, old routines were
changed, budgets were cut, more unsuspected manifestations of the
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (second edition) were discovered,
and all the while budgeting for the student assistants, without whom
the Department could not function, required revision almost monthly.
The staff took all this in stride.

Cross-sectional informational sessions were instituted thIs year.
Members of all sections have attended these sessions and agree that
extremely useful Information, the daily procedures that somehow are
never documented in the best of policies, was disseminated during the
sessions. The sessions have been so helpful that members of the
staff have requested that we begin to hold them with other
Departments, which we will attempt to do. This attests to the fact
that the staff want not merely to do their job, but to do ¡t well.

Joseph F. Park, Microforms Librarian, Is retiring ai- the end of this
fiscal year. Mr. Park has been a major resource of the Department
for several years, providing reference service for the microforms
collection. His knowledge of the collection, particularly extensive
In the area of Latin American and Southwest mal-erial, has hastened
the progress of many a researcher.



Ill. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

As usual, shortage of staff. Previously men-Honed was the fact that
the Department suffered a 12.5% decrease in career staff to process
serial and periodical material. Cataloging of new titles and title
changes would be severely backlogged at present had It not been for
this year's curtailed acquisitions budget. A proposal has been made
to add a Library Assistant I position to the Serials Cataloging
section: if approved, the Department should be able to handle a
resumption of normal ordering and the ongoing title changes; if not,
something must give, be it ordering, recataloging and
reclassification, retention period changes, or some other task. In

order to maintain fiscal control of the serials and periodicals we
simply must maintain currency in the cataloging and processing of new
titles and title changes.

The Recataloging & Reclassification Team and the Typing section are
encountering great pressure to complete several reclassification
projects. AACR2 changes, cessaI-ions, Central Reference business/law
call number changes, current and non-current Deweys, transfers from
Library Science, Harvard-Yenching reclassification, Science
microforms, Dewey Oriental Collection microforms, transfers
to/from Reference areas, and retention policy changes are among the
current projects, each with its own constituency requesting prompt
attention. The situation brings to mind a marionette with several
handlers, each, unfortunately, following a different script. An
attempt must be made to force the realization that there is a finite
amount of effort which can be spent in these areas and that there
must be an agreement reached concerning priorities.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

A continuing goal of the Department is the acquisition of an
automated serials control system to eliminate the need to maintain
several labor-intensive manual files both within the Department and
in other locations within the Library. The emphasis being placed
this year on campus-wide utilization of computer services,
information transfer, storage devices, etc., perhaps brings our goal
closer to real ization, either as a separate system or as part of an
integrated catalog/acquisition system.

In anticipation of a serials control system we must adapt our
procedures to include steps which will either capture machine-
readable data for future use or gather data for future manual input
into such a system. lt may even be wise to begin 1-o divert efforts
now being made 1-o make our cataloging and other records "perfect"
into projects which will have no immediate benefit but will be of
extreme value once an automated system is in place.

A proposal to create an Arizona Union List of Serials is currently
being considered and, aside from the obvious public service benefits,
this proposal would be Just such a project. In order to create the
Union LisI- it would be necessary 1-o utilize the catalog records on
OCLC for all titles the Library holds, thus creating as a by-product
a machine-readable data base in full MARC format, including holdings
information.

We must also begin to consider how the Library is going to integrate
new formats for traditionally hard-copy material such as on-line
indexes and journals published only in machine-readable formats. Who
is going to be responsible for the coordination of the new formats
with the traditional, who is going to pay, etc.?



Added to existing titles

Microfilm 1,218

Microfiche 28,707

Red ass ification

Titles Volumes

982 6,381

Withdrawals

Titles Volumes

48 1,065

SERIALS DEPARTMENT STATISTICS
16 June 1982 - 15 June 1983

CATALOGING SECTION

Titles cataloged

New titles 1,448

Title changes 819

R&R 982

TOTAL 3,249

Volumes added

New titles 2,197

To existing titles 23,911

TOTAL 26,108

Mi croforms

New titles cataloged Titles Units

Microfilm 47 289

Microfiche 16 6,975



* includes looseleaf material

number of
records
6/15/82

added
1982-83

number of
records
6/15/83

Analyzed serials 1,791 74 1,865

Continuations 2,035 288 2,323

Newspapers 499 -34 465

Periodicals 16,808 1,668 18,476

Serials* 19,053 2,453 21,506

TOTAL 40,186 4,449 44,635

Current subscriptions and standing orders

as of added as of
6/15/82 1982-83 6/15/83

Titles 21,574 262 21,836

Total (includes
multiple
copies) 22,772 240 23,012

SERIALS
16

ACQUISITIONS SECTION

Orders placed

DEPARTMENT STATISTICS
June 1982 - 15 June 1983

Periodicals 449
Serials 457
Backfiles 137
Replacements 432
Book continuations 192

TOTAL 1,732

Processing statistics

Physical pieces processed 116,245

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA UNION LIST OF SERIALS



SERIALS DEPARTMENT STATISTICS
16 June 1982 - 15 June 1983

NEW SERIAL TITLES (BY LC CLASSIFICATION)

A 85 PN 32

B 36 PQ1-3999 3

C 11 PQ4000- 5999 2

D 93 PQ6000-8999 12

E 13 PQ9000-9999 O

F 47 PR 15

G PS 25
(except GB-GC) 25

PT 5
GB-GC 8

Pz1-90 O
H-HJ 209

PZ2001 2
HM-HX 33

Q-QE 128
J 25

QH-QR 47
K 12

R 22
L 44

S 52
M O

T
ML-MT 35 (except TR) 119

N 32 TR 32

P-PA 23 u-v 2

PB-PH 10 Z1-1199 38

PG 3 Z1200- 38

PJ-PM 22 Arizona 48

TOTAL 1,388
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